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THREE-DIMENSIONAL TRANSONIC FLOW TBEORY
APPLIED TO SLENDER WINGS AND BOD~
By Max. A. Heaslet and John R. Spreiter
SUMMARY
The present paper reexamines the derivation of the titegral eqyaticms
for trausonic flow around slender wings and bodies of revolution, giring
special attentiun to conditims resulting from the presence of shock waves
and to the reduction of the relations to the special forms necessary for
the discussion of sonic flow, that is, flow at free-stresm Mach nuniber1.
In the vicinity of the body, the disturbance field is then shown to con-
sist of a two-dimensional disturbance field extending laterally and a
longitudinal fied.dthat depends on the stresmwise growth of cross-section
area. This result extends Oswatitsch’s equivalence rule to lifting cases,
provided the angle of attack is small relative to the thickness ratio.
The correctness of the analysis is checked by examination of Yoshihara’s
numerical solution for sonic flow around a slender, circular cone-cylinder
and this solution is checked, in turn, by comparison with emrimental
results of Solomon. An example is presented in which the general result
is applied to calculate pressure and integrated forces on a family of
slender, elliptic cone-cylinders. An expression is derived which permits
the ready calculation of the difference in drag of two slender bodies
having the same longitudinal distribution of cross-sectim area. Classes
of wings sad bodies axe described for which the difference in drag is
zero and the Whitco?nbarea rule applies. ximental data for such a
family of wings of rectangular plan form are exsmined and it is shown
that theory and expertient are in good accord.
INTRODUCTION
The equathns governing transonic flows are known sad weJ2 estab-
lished by favorable comparisons with experiment (see ref. 1 for a resu&).
The clifficul.tiesarising as a result of the nonlinear@ and mixed char-
acter of the clifferential equation for the potential.~ however, have pre-
vented the rapid advancement of the analysis such as has occurred in
recent years with both subsonic and supersonic theory. This is particu-
larly true for three-dimensional transonic flows and, as a result, perhaps
greater tti usual effort has gone into the determination and utilization
of relations between solutions. The first d these to be advanced was
the transonic similarity rule which pertains to the pressures and forces
— ——- - ——.. -— —
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on affinely related wings (refs. 2, 3, and 4) and bodies of revolution
(ref. 5). Asecondrel.ationis the area rule established empirically by ‘
Whitc@b (ref. 6) which states that “nesr the speed of sound, the zero-
lift drag rise of thin low-aspect-ratio wiug-body ccmibinationsis pri-
marily dependent on the axial distribution of cross-sectional area normal
to the air stream.” A third relation is the equivalence rule of Oswatitsch
(refs. 7snd8) which-be stated as follows: ‘The solution for tran-
sonic fluw around a thin, nonlifting, low-aspect-ratio wing can be obtained
from that for a nonlifting body of revolution having the same longitudinal.
distribution of cross-sectional area by superposing the clifference between
the two-itimensionalharmonic crossflow solutions for the two bodies.”
The area rule and the equivalence rule are, obviously, closely related.
Itrther effort needs to be expended, however, in establishing the gener-
ality and range of validity of these relations and in exploiting the
results in specific applications. !l?hepresent paper is concerned with
this task.
The problem will be approached through application of the classical
. method of Angularities. This is one of the oldest and most fruitful ,
methods for solwlng partial &U?ferential equations and has reached a high
state of development in linearized compressible-flow theory. There is
slso a considerable body of literature in which the method is applied to
nonlinear compressible-flow problems by considering the solution of the
line=ized equtions to be a first approximation, and iterat~ to obtain
.,
second and higher order approx-tions. The results so calculated are
good approximations to pure subsonic flows or to pure supersonic flows,
but it is now generally agreed that the series representation of the solu-
tion does not converge in the trausonic range. Approximate calculations
by Oswatitsch (refs. 9 and 10) have indicated the possibility, however,
that the method of singubrities might be applied successfully in the
transonic range if the idea is relinquished that the bear solution is
necessarily the first approximation in the transonic range. This idea
has been pursued further b references 11 through 15 b which a number of
improvements axe introduced end the results of numerous specific caJ-cula-
tions are shown. Although the basic eqwtions are derived for three-
dimensional.fluw in the latter references, all applications are to two-
dimensionel flows. The values of the free-stresm Mach number, moreover,
are restricted to values no greater than unity.
The same geneml approach has been applied to three-dimensional tran-
sonic flow amuud slender wings aud bodies by Oswatitsch snd Keune (ref. 8)
and by Harder and Khmker (ref. 16). In these applications, the principal.
aim is not to determine actual solutions but to derive relations between
solutions for various bodies having the mm lmgitu= distribution of
cross-section area. These two analyses are not entirely satisfactory in
a number of particulars, not the least of which is the omission of sll.
considerations of shock waves in the body of the analysis. A more impor-
tant, although perhaps more subtle, point concerns the treatment of the
cumulative effect of the nonlinear term of the transonic equation when
the free-stream l&ch nuniber ~ is unity. Harder and ~unker argue that
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the effect on the induced flow field is small because the term itself is
everywhere small. Actusdly, however, the cumulative effect of this term
leads to infinite contributicms at ~ = 1. Oswatitsch and Keune consider
the cumulative effect but circumvent the difficult by introducti rather
arbitrarily selected values for Mach nuniberso chosen that the value of
unity is never inserted into the vitsl integrsls. It is the initial con-
cern of the present analysis, therefore, to re-examine the derivation of
the integral eqyations for transonic flow around slender wings and bodies
of revolution, giving special attention to conditicms resulting from the
presence of shockwaves and to the reduction of the relations to the
special forms necessary for sonic flow. ~ cmrtrast to references 8
through 152 which are concerned excl.usivelywith cases in which the free-
stresm Mach number is no greater than unity, equations are also derived
herein for the case where the free stream is supersonic. These equations
are likewise reduced to the special.f“ormassociated with sonic flow and
the results are shown to be identical to those which arise frama consid-
eration of flows with a subscmic free-stream velocity.
Fol.lmdng the establishment of the basic integral relatims for
transonic fluw, special.attention is directed toward the case where the
free-stream Mach nrm@r is unity. Here, the integral relations are
simpler in character, although still nonlinear. Application of a con-
vergent iteration process leads to the conclusion that the solution for
the poteutial has a psxticulaxl.ysimple form in the vicinity of the body;
in common with linearized slender-body theory, the disturbance field
consists, to a given order of error, of a two-dimensional disturbance
field extending laterally and a longitudinal field that depends on the
stresmwise gr~h of cross-sectionalarea. This result extends
Oswatitsch’s equivalence rule to lifting cases, provided the angle of
attack is ti relative to the thickness ratio. The correctness of
the analysis is checked by examination of Yoshihara’s numerical solution
for sonic flow around a slender, circular, cone-cylinder given b refer.
ence 17, and ttck solution is checked, h turn, by comparison with experi-
mental results of Solcmmn given in reference 18. The results yield a
simple means of determining the pressure distribution on an entire family
of slender wings and bodies having the same longitudinal distribution of
cross-sectional area when the pressure distribution is known for any
mmiber of the family. Starting with the lmown solution for the circular
cone-cylinder, an example is presented in which the general result is
applied to a fsmily of slender elliptic cone-cylinders. This example,
which was discussed briefly in reference 1, is examined in detail. It
is shown that the ltit and the load distribution are the same as given
by linear theory, confirming the ideas advanced in reference 19. Con-
trarytollhitccxnb’sarea rule, however, the drag depends significantly
on the cross-section shape. Both the drag end lfit of the thin elliptic
cone-cytider are shown to be in accord with the transonic similarity
rules. Amomentumane.lysis of the sonic drag of slender bodies in gen-
eral is then undertaken and an expression is derived which permits the
ready calculation of the difference in drag of two slender bodies hmclng
the same longitudinal distribution of cross-section area. This result
— ———..
4conl?irmsthe drag Variatim calculated for the elliptic
by integration of the surface pressures. Several large
classes of wings and boties are described for which the
drag is zero and the Whitconibarea rule applAes without
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cone-cylinders
and significant 3
difference in
modification.
One of these is a f- of affinely related wings. Experimental data
from reference 20 for such a fsmily of wings of rectangdar plan form are
examined and it is shown that theory snd experhnent are in good accord,
provided the product of aspect ratio and cube root of the thickness ratio
is, in this instance, less than about unity.
The final section of the report has been written so as to be as
se~-contained as possible and readers concerned solely with applications
of the theory may find this section sufficient for their purposes. The
initial sections of the report have been written for readers concerned
with a more
the general
incurred in
complete understanding of the derivation and limitations of
theory together with the evaluation of the order of error
the slender body approximation.
FUNMWWU EQUATIONS AND BOUNDARY CONDITIONS
The basic egyations necessary for the discussion of inviscid tran-
sonic flow consist of a set of partial differential eqyations relating
the velocity components and their gradients at every point, together with
an auxiliary relation for the velocity jump through a shock wave. For
thin -S and slender bodies inclined at zero or small angles of attack,
the differential equations can be simpltiied H the shock waves are
assumed sufficiently weak that the flow is tiotational and isentropic,
thereby permitting the introduction of a velocity potential @. The
further assumption of small disturbances leads to the use of a perturba-
tion velocity potential (p which in Cartesian coordinates satisfies the
folluwing nonlinear partial differential eqyation
(1)
where U. and ~ refer to th; velocity and lkch nuuiberof the undisturbed
flow, 7 is the ratio of specific heats (y = 1.4 for air), and x, y, and z
are Cartesian coor&inates. The perturbation velocity vector is given by
the gradient of q and has components u, v, end w along the three axes.
Knowledge of methods for obtaining solutions of equation (1) is
meager not only because it is nonlinear, but because it changes type
(elliptic,parabo~c, hyperbolic). This change of type is an essential
feature of trensonic flow, since subsonic flows are represented by ellip-
tic equations and supersonic flows by hyperbolic equations. If both
types of flow occur in a single flow field, it is a~ent that the
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differential equation must
the eqpation is recognized
as foll.aws
-e
by the
5
t~ . ~ the present case, the @pe of
sig of the total coefficient of &,
[
>0 elliptic (subsonic)
= O parabolic (sonic) (2)
<0 hyperbolic (supersonic)
In most of the investigations of two-dimensional transonic flows
(9 = O), the differential egyation is transformed into a linear eqpa-
tiw of mixed type (Tricomi equation) by the introduction of t-hehodo-
graph variables. At the &esent time, however, no transformation is
known that achieves a corresponding I.inearizaticmof the three-dimensional
egyation, and the investigation of other methods of solution thus becomes
relatively more important.
Eqpation (1) is, of course, valid only in regions where the necessary
derivatives exist and are continuous. Since these conditions do not hold
where shock waves occur, and since shock waves are a prominent feature of
most transonic flows, an additimal eqyation is needed for the transition
through the shock. The fundamental properties of a shock surface reqtie
that the normal compcment of velocity be disconttiuous and the tangential
camponent, and therefore q, be ccnrtinuous. T&e necessary rel.atia fol-
10WS from the classical expression for the shock polar, which in the small
disturbance transonic theory is approximated by
=%2*
o “a:’xb(%-“b)’‘3)
where the subscripts a and b refer to conditions ahead of and behind
the shock.
Equations (1) and (3) are usually developed
for the case where the coorMnate system is
<
z
placed so that the x axis is parallel to the a
.
undisturbed stresznat infinity, but they also Y ‘~
.-k
Y
apply to the case where the coordinate system “\
is rotated slightly.r In the present analysis, -.\
it is convenient to al.inethe x axis with the
-.%
longitudinal
‘-...
axis of the wing or body as shown
L h sketch (a). Such a system is ususJ2y
referred to as the body axes. With these coor- X
&bates, the relation between the total velocity Sketch (a)
..- —.. . ..— —— —.
-. ...- —
..— —.—. .
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potential Q(x,y,z) and the perturbation veloci~ potential CP(X,y,z) is
approximatedby
where u is the
Q(x,y,z) =Uo(x
aq$l.eof attack.
..— ——. o
+ Uz) + cp(x,y,z) (4)
with respect to small rotations of the coordinate s~stem. ~ body axes,
the moper expression is
%=-#- GPx+ @z) - & (Cp.y’+ Cpz’)
o U02
(5)
The boundary conditicms require that the gradient of the total
velocity potential evaluated ~initel.y far from the aircraft be con-
sistent with the
normal to and on
tion at Minity
uniform free-stream conditions there and, when evaluated
the surface of the airplane its-, be zero. The condi-
yielas 4(=) = Uo(x -taz) or that
q(m) = () (6) u
An exception to this statement occurs b the vicinity of the wake at ..
great distances behind the wing, but no complication ensues due to the
relative smsXhiess of this region. The condition at the airplane surface
results = the relation
(7)
where nl, ~, and ns are the &lrectim cosines of a normal to the air-
plane surface with respect to the x, y, and z axes, respectively. This
relation is too general for the present needs, huwever, because it applies
to all shapes, whereas the analysis is to be a small disturbance theory
that applies only to slender bodies and thin wings. For such configura-
tions, n= is small nearly everywhere on the s
T
ace and will be neglected
in comparison with either umity or (%2 + n~2)12. M this way, eqw-
tion (7) s~ltiies to
a~ aq
Uo(n= + an3) + n2 ~ + n9 ~ = Uo(nl
where n is the normel to the curve bounding
normal to the x axis.
+
a
mlg) + *
==0
cross section
(8) ‘
in a plane
..—. —.—-.. ————----- .—-. ——. ..— —. ... . -_. _.
v .
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AU of the subsequent analysis proceeds fran Green’s theorem which
relates a volume integral over a region V to a surface integral over
the surface Z enclosing V. Green’s theorem can be ~ressed in many
ways; here it is found convenient to use the forms associated with the
linear Mf’ferential eqpation obtained by eqpating the left-hand member
of egpation (1) to zero. This results in two clifferent forms of Green’s
theorem, one for ~ ~ 1, and the other for 1% ~ 1 and prompts the
introduction of the f~owing abbreviations
~= (11.+’l)=”, k=~’:
o
If the undisturbed flow at infinity is sukmmic (i.e., ~ ~ 1),
equation (1) cam be rewritten as
(9)
(lo)
and the corresponding expression of Green’s theorem is (see, e.g., ref. 21)
(IL)
V are arbitrary functions and L(O) is defined as follows
and &@V iS
where nl~ n2y
drawn into the
a derivative along the conormal and is defined by
MaQ=aQp~=+$n2+zn3
av ax
(13)
n~ are the direction cosines of the normal to the surface
region V.
H the undisturbed flow at infinity is supersonic (i.e., ~ ~ 1),
equation (1) can be written as
(14)
.-. —...— ..—.. —. ..-. .— ——. — .— —— —— -.. — —— . .. . .. . _ —— .-
.— ..—.
8
and the corresponding
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expression of Green’s theorem is
v
where the following definitions
z(n) z
- $2%X
and
(15)
(16)
(17)
apply.
DERIVATION OF INI!EGRALEQUATIONS FOR TRANSOITICFLOW
In this section, integral equations correspcmling to the trsnsonic
differential equation sxe derived for subsonic and supersonic free-stresm
conditions. One of the principal contributions here evolves frcm the
attention given to the shock waves, or discontinuity surfaces, appearing
in the flow fields. It will appear (see eqs. (23) and (30)) that the
perturbation velocity potential can be expressed, for ~ less than or
greater than 1, as the sum of integrals that show no explicit contribution
of the shocks. Closer aualysis of these integrals revesls, however, that
discontinuities in velocity can appear and that they automatically satisfy
the shock-@ar relations (see eqs. (34) ~d (37)). !l!hisection ispref -
atory to the formulation of the trasonic integral equations for the par-
ticukr cases of a slender body of revolution and a th3n wing.
The function V
with the fundamental
and the functicm Q
Btegral Equatia, ~ ~ 1
in Green’s theorem, equaticm (U.), is naw identified
solution 1/6 of the clifferential equation L(v) = O
is replaced by q, the perturbation velocity potential .,
of the flow fiel.dunder consideration. Fran equations (10) and (U.), the
following relations hold
J!ll%- ‘2$)== “n~’(’)dv= -J-p+(y).’ ‘
z v v (18)
,- m 373-7
where
9
.-,
#
cr= [(x-
In these egyations
y=Y and Z= and ~
x, y, and z.
Equation (18)
2 1/2
XJ2 i-1F(% - yJ2 + 132(Z- ZJ 1 (19)
the running coordinates b the integrations are x=,
is to be calculated at a point P with coordhates
is now applied to the infinite region V surrounding
the given object to be studied. Some care must be exercised, huwever,
in fix- the enclos~ surface Z stice Green’s theorem regpires that
singularities and regions of discontinui~ mst be excluded from the
domain of integration. It is to.be noted, first, that a vanishes at
x= xl, y = y=, and Z = Z= &d the effect of the resultant singularity
can be determined only after the field point is enclosed by a neighboring
surface and the regian V taken ex%ernal to this surface. Second, since
shock waves are to be ~ected within the flow field and discontinuities
in the perturbation velocity cmponents occur across these waves, the
boundary of V must slso be drawn so as to exclude such discontinuity
surfaces.
In sketch (b), a schematic
indication of the body and the
region of-integration is shown.
The complete three-dhensional
extent of the body has not been
pictured; it suffices, however, to
state that the surface z (shown “
dashed) is composed of a sphere of
large radius which forms the
external boundary of V, a sphere
of Winiteshual radius surround-
ing the field point P, and a final
surface enveloping the object, its
wake, and its shock waves.
E eqpation (18) is applied to
‘\, ,/’
\\ ,’/
‘\ 0=*.* /--
this region end the a priori assump- -.~
---
----
tion is made that the perturbation
--_—
---
field attenuates sufficiently fast . Sketch (b)
with distance to negate the contribution of the surface integral over the
large sphere in the lhit as the radius goes to infinity, the following
expression results:
Ab
(20)
.. ---- . . ..— .—--c. ___ ..
—-. — -—. - — _____
---- -—.
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b this equation, the integration region over the surface of the object
and its wake is denoted by O + W.
a
The derivatives in the surface inte-
grals are, in all cases, along lines directed away from the integration
surface and into the three-dimensional domain V since~ as folluws from
equation (13), the direction nunibershave the same sign as the direction
nunibersof the true normal and the Mach tier effect is lhited to a
foreshortening of the longitudinal dimension. On the shock surface A
the conormals are Wectly opposed on the upstresm and downstream faces
& _ ~b. On the body itself, the conormal derivative can be simplified
in the manner used in developing the boundary conditions of equations (8);
that is, fmm the restrictions imposed on the gradients slong the body
surface, the direction of the conormal.becomes &f ectively that of the
normil. n lying in the crossplanes x1 = const. Thus
on the surface of the body and wake.
E the triple (spatial) integral of eqpation (20) is integrated by
psrts x-wise, the resultant form is
(a)
Eqyation (21.)is of particular interest because the integrals over the
shock surfaces may be shown to vanish. In order to prove this, me notes
first that the two integrals extend over the same geometric surface but
that the jntegrand,sare evaluated, respectively, on the upstream @ m- ,
stream faces arid,by definition, the directions of the conormals are
o~osed. When the btegrands are cmlxined, the total integrand can be
——..— ..— .— .—. —.—— —. —---- ---- .. ... —-- .— - - —-- .
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expressed as the Mff erence of the two terms, one of which contains the
factor (q)Ab - (T)u and the other contains the factor
The first of these factors vanishes by v5rtue of the fact noted previously
that the perturbation potential is continuous across a shock surface. The
second factor can be rewritten in the form
Also, the change in the velocity vector occurring
must be h a direction normal to the shock. This
at the shock surface
implies the relations
Gh)lb : (n2)hb :.bdxb= (U,b- ‘&):(~b-~):(~b-‘h)
Thus, the second factor to be evaluated becomes
The numerator of this fraction, however, corresponds to the shock-polar
conditions of equation (3) md the expression vanishes.
It finally remains to remark that in the surface ihtegral over the
body itself, the term n=q&2 resulting from the integration by parts
.
.
.-. . —.. —-— —--- .—— .. ——. -— —— -
.-. ——. — —.— -.-. —...—. .
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is of higher order thsn the normal derivative of the perturbation poten-
The term can therefore be neglected and equatim (21) becomes
0
tial.
O+w v (22)
Equation (22) provides another integral ~ressicm for the perturbation
velocity potential, for % < 1, in transonic flow theory. The first
titegrsl on the right is al.g~raically equivalent to the expression for
q(x,y,z ) in linearized theory and the spatial integral is a contribution
brought about by the nonltiear term of the basic clifferential equation.
It is of interest to r~k that a derivation iguoring the existence of
the shock waves can also lead to the same form of the equation. In this
respect the relation is not unlike cases arising in linearized supersonic
theory where it becmes necessary to study the contribution provided by
the foremost shock wave induced by the body. For the majority of cases
of practical interest, it can be shown that compensating terms sxise and
that the discontinuity surfaces are taken care of by a formal develop-
ment that ignores the existence of these surfaces (see, e.g., refs. 22
ad 23). It is not possible, however, to ignore so completely the exist- “
ence of the discontinuity surface in transonic flow and, as will be seen
h the later developments, equation (20) is, for certain purposes, pref-
erable to equation (22).
Eqpations (20) end (22) will now be written, far purposes of refer-
ence, in the folLoWing final forms
Cp(x,y,z)= ~(x,y,z) + * Jy;%l, ($-$)’ “
v
(23a)
(23b)
v
v
..
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W each of the above equations, ~ has the analytic representation it
has in linear theory. The first two relations are obvious repetitions
of equation (22). The two latter relations sre transcriptions of equa-
tion (20) where the notation A(&@V) = (b~pv)~ + (bqfiv)~b kS been
introduced, the conttiuity of q at the shock surface has been used, and
where in egyation (23d) the variable
w=
=
x - xx
Sinh-=
Nfi -YJ2 + (z- ZJ21=’2
(x -xl) ~n lx -X=J -1-{(x -XJ2+pq(y- y=)2 ‘+(z- ZJ21}
Ix-x=l IN(Y- YJ2 + (z- Z=)W’2
is employed to express the integral equation in a form that will be of
value in establish~ a reduction to the case of sonic flow.
The longitudinal perturbation velocity is given by the x-wise
derivative of any of equations (23). Consider, for e-e, e~-
tion (23a). After first isolating the singularity at the field point
by introducing the limits x= = x f e, one has
U(x,y,z)
M’9= (a)dv
v
Ih the limit as G+O the influence function in
double integral.is effectively a two-dimensional
the integrand of the
pulse function at the
.__. . . ... . . .+ ..- .-+ -.—- .——. —-. — —— —— —— -- - -
-—— ..— —. —..——
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Z1 = z and of strehgth 2fi/~2. The expression for u
U(x,y,z) = k U2(X,y,Z)uL(x,y,z) + —
P2 2
. JL~ g&Jv
v
A detsdled account of the a~lication of the two-dimensional form
eqyation to the calculation of ah%oil pressure distributions has
given by Spreiter and AIJssne(ref. 15).
Iirtegral.Equation, ~ ~ 1
(2k)
of this
been
Use is now made of Green’s theorem as expressed in eqpation (17) and
~ is set equal to the perturbation velocity potential (p(x,y,z). The
direct anslogue of the derivation in the previous section would require
that 4 be replaced by [(x - X=)2 - P2(y - y=)2 - P2(z - Z=)2]
1/2
but
this leads to the immediate introduction of a finite-psz’ttechnique in
the integration. For the initial stages of the anslysis, ~ will be
identtiied with the fundamental solution ~ of ~(~) = O used by
Volterra (ref. A). From equations (14) and (15), the following rela-
tions hold:
where
x - x=
A
z= cosh-l
~>1 \ ~- /
B[(Y- Y=)2 + (z- ZJ21=’2 “(+z=-~\‘..‘\,.‘.%,/ %. Cylindricaleurfoce‘-’--=---~–=:=:<3P:=:<3P-------.-___..=_.—.--._w-/“n
[
n/
y
,,”
/
,.-//.
Sketch (c)
The successful application of
equation (25) to the transonic prob-
lem lxhges on the proper choice of
the three-~ ional regicm ~
and its enclos~ surface ~. Dis-
continuities in the velocity compo-
nents sre agati to be taken into
consideration at the shock waves.
Furthermore, the fundsmental solu-
tion of Volterra becomes infinite
at yl=y, z= = z, that is, every-
where along’the line passing through.
the field point P and parallel to
the x axis. Sketch (c) indicates
.
.-— ——..——-— —. .-. —.. ---- . .
3V
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the disturbance
dashed lJnes).
ante field and
field of the object as well.as ~ and ~ (shown tith
The bow shock fixes the foremost extent to the disturb-
~ lies adjacent to it and other possible shock surfaces
as well as the surface of the object and its wake. The
of the region ~ are fixed by the forecone with vertex
tied explicitly by the relation
(x - XJ
2 1/2
= M(Y - Y1)2 + (z - %) 1
The’inner bouudsry of ~ is the cylindrical surface
radius given by the relation
(Y - YJ2 + (z - %)2= 62
The conormal derivative is defined by eqpation (17);
of
on
downstream limits
at P and deter-
(26)
infinitesimal
the
cylinder its direction is parellel to that of the normal to
and on the forecone frcm P the conormsl is directed along
itself. Formal analysis yields the expression
infinites-
the surface,
the surface
where integrals over the surface of the body ad wake are denoted by T>
over the two sides @_ the shock surfaces by & snd Ab, and over the
enclosed volume by V. Ih each case, only that portion of the surface
or volume lying within the forecone of P is included in the integrals.
T& surface integrals over the forecone itself vanish because G and
aO/avare zero. It should be noted that the forecone is that of W-
earized theory and has no relationship to the region of dependence in
the actual fl& field.
titegration by psrts, in the last integral, leads to
Cp(x,yjz)= -*:
1[ r ‘n,)- ‘Hdx-359%
. kk(i+mm~sb$
~ hb
&&fl$~=2 (&3)d~
T
the relation
1
3 a+
(28)
-— - —— -------- - —.——--- --— -— —
— -.—.—
.—. —
.- . -—
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Equation (28)is the form, for ~> I-jmd-ogu to eqpation (21-),for
w ~ 1, and on the body and wake surfaces involves the approximation
.
It is not Wf icult to show, from the shock-wave relation of eqpa-
tim (3)> that tie e-tied ~t%rds Over we s~aces & ~d lb
vanish. The perturbation velocity potential can, therefore, be given
alternatively
ql(x,y,z)=
T 7 (29)
Equations (27) and (29) my now be mitten in the variow forms
%m’x: (E)”q)(x,y,z)= qlJx,y,z) + afl ax
T
(3@
= ~(x,y,z) - & ~
-W.lKiH9’”J.(g)... ~
(30C)
= qx,y,z)
A $ 9W.K$59+” ‘3M)
-M’( )
A v
where ~ has the ssme analytic form as in linearized supersonic theory
and use has been made of the relations
x - xl
G= cosh-l
PI(Y- YJ2 + (z- %)21=’2
a= -1 -1
—=
&l
=—
[(x-X1)2 - p=(y -YI)2 - f32(z- ZJ21=’2 5
‘1
(30 ‘
.
... .— . ..
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comparison
that appears in
of eq,,tions (23) and (30) shows once more a difficulty
linearized analysis of subscmic and supersonic flow,
HGtbt Cmlete parall.d.ismbetween the formulas is not achieved
. This parallelism can only be established after interchaugbg
the order of integration and differentiation and, because of the singu-
larities involves, it becomes necessary to introduce the concept of
finite-part integration. lliuthermore,it is well Imown that the resulting
multiple integrals can no longer be written in a unique form (see, e.g.,
ref. 25) but must be ~essea clifferently, &epending on the order in
which the integrations are to be perfomea. No attempt will be made to
develop these iaeas further at the present time.
Calculation of Conditions on Shock Surfaces
It is of same interest to study equations (23a), (23b), (30a),
anti(30tI)“asthe field point approaches a discontinuity surface ana to
discover the mechanism by meaus of which these basic equations furnish
the velocity jumps associated with the shock waves in the field. To this
end, consider first the case ~ ~ 1.
Sketch (d) shows the geometry of %he c
problem. The bow wave induced by an
aerodynamic shape is indicated and the ~
point P, at which conditions are to
be calculated, is chosen arbitrarily
-/c
close to the rear surface of the wave.
The surface of the wave can be replaced
locally by a planer element and a new
coordinate system ~, q, ~ titroduced
with the origin fixea at the intersec-
tion of the line y== y, zl = z and the
bow wave. Point P then has the coor-
dinates ~, O, 0 and the planar surface
is given by the linear relation Sketch (a)
Since the bow wave is situated upstream of the linearize disturb-
ance fida, uL is zero =a, from eqya.tim (30a)j the perturbation
velocity is
(33)
. . ---- ....— —— -.—_- . ..—-. — — ——-— —- — — . ..
_.— —
—
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where a = cosh-l[(~ - E1)/13(n12+L=2)1’2 1. By virtue of the field
point’s nesrness to the bow wave, the term u2/2 in the integrand is
assumed a constant and one then gets
*- -
a2~2 - b2
z,,’2 =
a~[c & (a2B2 - b2)1’2]
.-
Integration and
It remains
aifferentiation yields
Id
U(g,o,o) = y
a2
-a2p2 +b2+c2
to show that this result, derived from
~ression for the perturbation velocity potential, is
the result one would get frm tie shock-pow rel-ati~
(34)
the integral
consistent with
of equation (3).
At the downstream fac= of the bow wave, eqpation (3) becomes
The incremental.veloci~ vector occurring at the shock surface is,
huwever, normsl to the shock surface and this yields the relations
.~:Vb:Wb = a:b:c. Substitution into the shock polar relation gives
%2
ub =-—
2 L ub2 ) ~b2=—‘b2 - %2 - %2 2 a2 (35)-a2~2 + b2 + C2
—
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in agreement with equation (34). It therefore follows that the integral
expression, for ~ ~ 1, wi3J adapt itself on the shock surface to any
bow wave consistent with given body geametry. This result can also be
-ended to include any shock wave W the flow field.
An analogous procedure follows for the case ~ =1. Let the shock
surface in the vicinity of the point P at ~yO,O be given by eqm-
ti~ (32) =d assume *t U2 is composed of a continuous part and a
discontinuous part that has the constant value ~ 2 ahead Of and ub2
betid the shock. Equation (23a) then yields
Mm [U(G,O,O) -U(E+,O,O)]
fg+o
(36)
. where the double integration extends over the regim of discontinuity.
E the differentiation with respect to ~ is now carried witti the
integral sigus and ~ allowed to approach zero, the value of the tite-
gral becomes independent of the original limits of integration. M this
w~ one gets
-2 = - Uba
% lim [U(g-,ojo)- U(E+,O,O)] = %-ub=
-o a2~2 + b2 + C2 Q
(37)
It can be shown, as previously~ tkt e~ti~ (37) a~ees ~fi tie resflt
given by equation (3)~ the shock PO~
REDUCTION To SOMIC
conditicm, for ~ ~ 1.
IrGOwTHEORY
In this section, the previously determined equations will be studied
in the limit as sonic, free-stream s~ed is reached. The inte@ rela-
tions then assume forms that correspond to the nonlinear &lf’ferential
eqpation when ~ = O.
llrtegratedStrengths of External Sources
It is proposed here to determine a relation that will prove useful.
in the following section h connection with the reduction of the integral
_.— . . —— - — —— ————— —
—.-
-—- -- -
-. .. - —-----------
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equations to the specisl forms appro@.ate for ~ = 1. This relation
will be recognized subsequently as connecting the integrated strengths
of the exterior corrective sources in the crossplaue x = X. = const.
and the rate of change of body cross-section area. As a means to this
end, equation (10) is written in the form
.
(38)
where W is the two-dimensional Laplacian operator in the transverse
plane. Each term is then integrated over the entire x = X. plane
external to the body. The dmible integral involv5mg &~ can be par-
tially integrated and converted into a ltie integrsl by application’of
Green’s theorem for a plane
U(7’()* J&)dydz=- — dacx-.
c
X=xo
.
(39)
where the line or curvilinear integral extends around the curves C
enclosing the region of integration of the double integral. For cases
in which the plane x = X. does not intersect any shock waves, the
region of integration can be taken at once as the entire x = X. plane
exterior to the body. If the.assumption is made, as in linear subsonic
theory, that the normsl gradient of q attenuates with latersl distance
sufficiently fast to suppress the contribution of the cu?nd.linearinte-
gral.along the outer boundary, the boundary conditions of eqyation (8)
permit one to equate the line integrsl along C to -UOS’(xo) where
S‘(xo) denotes the longitudinal gradient of body cross-section szea.
The inte&ated form of egyation (38) thus becomes
(40) ‘
~.
,.
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In the more general case, however, in which the plane x = X. intersects
a shock wave as illustrated in sketch (e), discontintities occur which
X=X3>8 Shackwave4& nQE3: —.
x=X.plane
Sketch (e)
require that the titegration region must be divided into two psrts, one
~ between the body and the shock wave and the other exknding beyond
the shock wave to infinity. Application of Green’s theorem to each
region and addition of the separate contributions results in additioti
line integrals carried around the two sides of the shock surface. These
two line integrals can be combtied into a s@gle line integral, tiwhich
case equation-(40) can be written as follows -
—
- u~ ‘(2CJ
(41)
where .A(&p~) = a(pa~ - bq@n and where in the single he integral.
the integratim extends around the curve described by the intersection
of the shock wave and the x = X. plane, and the normal n is taken as
directed away from the body.
ti the subsequent work, attention is to be directed toward results
at %=1. We assume here that in the limit as @~O the first term
in the right-hand member of eqpation (41) wilJ-vanish and one then gets
(42)
It wilJ.become evident in the discussion contained in the followhg
section that the left side of eqyation (42) represents the integrated
strengths of the exterior corrective sources in the cross-plene
x= x~ = const. h the limit as l& approaches 1. It folhws that under
conditions corresponding to sonic
in any transverse plane is zero:
~light speed, the total source strength
the sum of the sources within the body
-—.--—- -————-.—— ...— _
—.—-
—.. —
— —_____ ___
—— —. ___ .. .
. . ..-— .. . .. ... —...
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or wing (sources appearing in the term
opposite sign to the corrective sources
in the differential equation.
@-) is of equal
required by the
Equation (42) ald.owsone to make some conclusions
attenuation of the x-wise gradient of u=. consider
gral as written in terms of polax coordinates
NACA m 3717
magnitude ~ut .
nonlinear term
about the lateral
bhe double inte-
k
J
a U2
— —— rldr=dfl=
ax2
Since the definite integral must converge, it fo~uws that the integrand
attenuates faster than l/r== and if the assumption is made that the
titegraud has a purely algebraic character, one concludes that for large
r=
where N is some positive constant.
A check on eqyation (43) is provided by the
Yoshihara (ref. 26) on axially symnetric flcniat
analysis, for large r=,
and thiS iS ill
reference also
which serves to
linear integral
a u=
——-—
ax 2 -r$17
~eement with equation (43) when
Sives
ap 1—0”—
ibl r=g’7
substantiate the assmption made
(43)
work of Guderley and
sonic speed. k that
N= 2/7. The ssme
earlier that the curvi-
..
along the outer boundary can be ne@.ected in eqpation (40).’
.
Integral Equation for Slend~ Bodies, ~ = 1
.
Tn the reduction of the integral eqpations to the case 13= O,
methods analogous to those employed in references 25 and 27 will be used.
Attention will be conftied here to field points at a finite distice
“
--- ——. —.-——— ---.-—-
_- .._ -.
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from the body so that in the limit as B approaches zero, the term @
can be assumed to approach zero uniformly. As in conventional slender-
body theory for linearized flow, the longitudinal distribution of cross-
section area S(x) is assumed to possess a continuous x-wise derivative.
The method of reduction can be exhibited in a sufficiently general form
if a lifting body of revolution is considered. When ~ ~ 1, the pertur-
bation potential for a body of revoluticm ~ fol.lowsfrm eqpations (23) ,
and for the purposes at hand the form (23d) is preferable. For suffi-
ciently slender and smooth bodies the term ~ cau be expressed in terms
of a rectilinear source and doublet distribution and the corrective source
distribution appearhg in the ~riple integral then extends over all.space
external to the x axis. E? K(X) is the x-wise distribution of doublet
strength, equation (23d) becomes
.
~(x,r,8) \
IUo 2 s ‘(xl)% Sines I m (x-xl)K(xl)dXl=-— 4X
0 [(x- xly+pwlz km & 0 [x -X=)2+ ~2r2]1/2
In eqyation (44), cylindrical coordinates x, r, e are used where
$=~+z2, e= taI-L(Z/y) and the notation
1/2
~1= [r2 + r=2 - 2rr=cos(e-e=)1
has been introduced.
. .- .— .-.... .— -- ...— —--.— —— . —-. — ..— .. —.— — -—.
—. -. ---- .- —-. .
2k
Under the imposed conditions, the first
member of equation (44) reduce, as shown for
approximately
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two terms in the right
_le in reference 27, to
.
u
JJS’(x)Znr -R(xrmm e -$$ JZS’(xJ ~ Zn
21X- X=l ~
o
lx -Xll P =
It remains to attempt a correspon~ modification of the two remining
integrals. Consider, next, the triple integral. Since the integration
extends over all points in space, one encounters a nonuniformity of con-
vergmce in the logarithmic influence functicm when ~ beccmes vsnish-
~Y W and r= becomes infinitely lsrge. From eq,tion (43),
however, it is known that k=fix attenuates rapidly with increasing r~
and the resultant error h miscalculating the effect of the logarithm
for Wge r= is thereby reduced. The triple integral is therefore
apprcxdmated by
.L.L
This term can be rewritten as
‘B2(xl##l)
2 1
Consider, findly, the integral
near zero, one gets the expression
which becomes
{
LA ~ (x,Yl,zJZn P#3A-
,:2fi
..-
over the shock surface.
2]’-’=1 dz
3 Zn,—
lx-%1 BP1l
rzdr=d(3=
For P
.
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.
where daA represents an element of arc on the curve determined by the
intersection of the shock surface and a plane normal to the x axis.
The normal n, as in eqpation (42), is directed away from the body.
The reduced formof eqyation (44), for the case ~ = 1, is given
by the sum of the above three expressions. Iu the forms given, an
apparent dependence on j3 remains in the expression
J as—(x,Y.,zJdrJ~‘an 1
1
The brackete~ term vanishes by virtue of equation (42), however, and the
dependen e on ~ disappears.
F
The sonic form of the titegral eqution
for the lifting body of revoluticm is, therefore,
(45)
Stsrthg under the assumption that ~ 21 and using eqwtion (30d),
one can derive the same result, the only essential difference arising
frmn the fact that in th~ limiting process care must be taken to restrict
the disturbance region V to that portion of space within the Mach fore-
cone from the field point at X,Y,Z.
Eqwtion (45) expresses the sonic eqwtion in the form
~(x,r,e) =
/
.
, where qz~(x;r,,) is
(46)
the harmonic potential for the body of revolution
in transw-rse planes. As expressed, this smic form of the titegral
equation for the perturbation potential is identical to the integral
eqwtion correspontig to the transonic differential equation at ~ = O;
that is, it gives, for a flow field in which shockwaves maypossibl.y
— -———-—..—.—-. .-—— ______ --- ._
.- —.
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occur, the integral egyation corresponding to the partial clifferential
equation .
+ (pz . Z# C&q)=
%-Y o
(47a)
and admits discontinui~ surfaces for which the difference relation
(%-~.y‘(’za-‘Z.y‘$&%a~’xb(“a-‘X.7.“m)
is satisfied. The direct derivation of equztion (~) would follow from
an application of Green’s theorem in the transverse variables to eqpa-
tion (k7a) without the introduction of the slender-body assumptions.
The interpretation of equation (42) in terms of net source strengths
is now apparent. Each of the three terms in the right member of eqpa-
tion (46) provides two-dimensional sources in each transverse plane
‘1 = const. and the perturbation flow field is s-ted by the combined
effect of these sources and in lifting cases, a doublet term. (The
daiblet term is of no concern in the present discussion since its net
source strength is zero.) The first term, q= , contahs a source on the
1?x sxis with strength fixed by the gradient o area, S‘(x); the second
term represents a cwvilinear distribution of sources around the shock
wave with strengths fixed by A(aq@n); the last term re~esents a planar
distribution of sources with strengths determined by the nonlinear term
(k/2)(~fix)~x2l Eqwtion (42)thus states that at ~ = 1 the ccmibined
source strength must vanish in each transverse plane.
Eqpatim (~) corresponds, for the body of revolution at ~ = 1,
to equations (23c) and (30d) in that it contatis an explicit contribution
from the shock wave and is expressed in terms of the basic singularities
of the d3fferential eqpation. A form analogous to eq,,tions (23.)
and (30.) can also be derived as follows. Letr= R(x,e) be the equa-
tion of the shock surface. The relation
J p=kil 2fi R(x,f3=) wde= H UB2—— + —2n pllr=drl2YCax o R(x,e=) 20
J
JJ& 2fi aR(x,el) A UB2( )
.
2YC o
R(x,e=) ~
— 2n pm2 del
r==R(x,e=)
.—.— —..-—. —.— ----- .-— —
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then holds. Substitution into eq&tion (46) yields
27
and through use of eqyation (47b) one gets
.
The above results have been worked out in some detail for the body
of revolution. The sonic egyations for other shapes follow similarly
l&ough a reduction of the general transonic integral.equations or ~
be expressed directly through consideration of the scmic clifferential
equation. The final equations for both cases appear as follows:
(4*)
where 92(X;YYZ) is a two-dimensional
body of revolution and for the plauar
(4gb)
harmonic fuuctfbn which, for the
wing is, respectively,
u&’(x) ~n r
‘?2B= ~
ic(x)stie
Js=(x) 2 1/2%1 = & -~=(x) AwW(x;yl)7n[(Y - Y=)2 + z 1 dy= +
& ! 52(x) z W1W#;Y=)
-s=(x) [(Y-Y=)2 + 221
(5M
(m)
--------- . .. — .. . —— . —— ——. .-— .— _. ..
— —. .— .— - --— .- . .
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lk the latter ~ression, .
Aw(x;yl) =w(x;yl)z__ - ‘(x;yl)z=o-
4XVYJ = cp(x;y=)=@ - c#(x;y=)z=o-
and the lateral boundaries of the wing plaa form are fixed by -Sl(x)
and s=(x).
SLEND6R-WING THEORY INL~l?LOW
In the preceding development, the titegral relaticm for the pertur-
bation potential in sonic flow has been ~ressed in a form that follows
from an application to egyation (47a) of Green’s theorem in trsrmverse
planes. The determination of a solution thus depends to a large extent
on the evaluation of the effect of the two-dimensional singularities that
are placed throughout the exkrior portion of the flow field. Examples
of a direct attack on a similar problem are to be found in the csbula-
tions of two-~ionel transonic flows by Oswatitsch, Gullstrand, and
Spreiter and Alksne, references 9 through 15. In the present report, an
indirect attack is to be made, following the ideas of Whitconiband
Oswatitsch (refs. 6 and 7) by relating the solution for a slender wing
to that of a body af revolution. The analysis will show that cmce one
establishes the dews of the crossflow potential fields associated with
a w3ng and its related body of revolution, the residual disturbance fields
nesx the two bodies are the same to -a certain order of accuracy in terms
of the slenderness ratio. The mechanics of such an approach can, h
fact, be observed in linearized wing theory and such a development will
be given in this section as a prelude to the subsecymnt sonic theory.
Attention will be limited to the subsonic case and, as an added simplifi-
catim h the analysis, cmly wings possesshg
considered although such a restriction is not
Analysis
lateral symmetry will be
essential.
The Mearized equation for subsonic potential flow is
Tm + 922 = - P29= (5U
.
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and if Green’s theorem is applied, famal manipulation leads to the
following integral relation for the potential ~ of a _ wing
2rr=c0s(e- el)]l’2 r=dr=de= (52)
No integrals along possible discontinuity surfaces are necessary since
shock waves do not appear in ltiearized subsonic flow theory. 13qpa-
tion (52) is linear in ~ and canbe separated tito additive expressias
contributing to ~ t, the potential associated with the thickness dis-
tribution, and ~~, thepotential. associated with camber and angle of
attack. lh this ~y one gets for the perturbation velocity components
& a
J%,t = %,t Zfiax %tW,t MR+ r=2-m=c08(e -e=)]
1/2
-—— r=dr=de=
(534
.
JEEL ($‘W,t= ‘%,t - 2X az =W,t Zn[#+ rlz - 2rrlcos(e- e=)]1’2 r=drldf3=
(53b)/
.
.
‘W}a .W%a-g+ J 1/2%W,a 2n[r2+ r12 - 2rrlCOS(e- e=)] r=drldfll)
(~b)
Thecorrectiveintegralsin equaticms (53)and (%) obviously do not
mo&U?y the area distribution h the thiclmess case by virtue of the ver-
tical symmetry in the flow field nor the load distribution in the c~er
case by virtue of the vertical asynmetry in the field. It folluws that
‘Ww,t= *“@w,t‘ %,a = 4w,a (55)
where the delta notation denotes the increment in the function in passing
through the plane z = 0, that is, the difference between the values on
-- —.. ._. ______-
— - - —-—— .— ——. —-. — ——-. .
—. -. .-
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the upper and lower surfaces of the wing. As a consequence, ~% can
be expressed in the form
9%(VYA
& J’s(x)q,t= 2’11 Zn(= + y=2 - 2rylcos e)=’2 dy= +U.
-s(x) ‘0
(%)
E exact conditims on the wing surface are to be sought in linear-
ized theory, eqpations (53a) and (53b) must also be satisfied. F’or
exam@.e, in the direct case of given thickness, equation (56) predicts
‘W,t
and eqpation (53b) is then used to determine the exact stresmwise
velocity component as affected by the external-source~integral. In the
direct case of given 1-, equation (56) predicts w% ~ and equa-
.
ti~ (~b) isthenused to calculate the true wing cSItiberjmo~ication
w ~ being produced by the integral term. The clifficul.tiesof suchof w=
calcula&ons are so disproportionate to those of solving the linearized
equation by standard methods that they a~ar to add needless complica-
tions to a relatively simple probla. k transonic theory, however, the
right-baud.meniberof eqyation (51) is replaced by a nonkhear term and>
in the absence of more obvious methods of attack, the clifficulties
tivolved in such sn approach become less of a deterrent; in particular,
the integral forms of the corrective terms are of added interest since
they ere-suited to approximations. The details of such an approach will
not be considered further at the present t- since for slender wings
the use of a related body of revolution yields Mormation of a sufficient
order of exactness‘h both linear and ncmlinear theory.
In the folll.owingwork, a complete knowledge of the solution for a
bdy of revolution will be assumed known. Thus, if S(x) is the cross-
sectionsl area of the body and the distribution of lift is fixed by K(x),
doublet strength per unit of length, the linearized solution for the body
of revolution is
~(x,r,e) ~ Z
J
s‘(X=)dx=
I
-p% sine m K(xl)dxl
= -—
,
U. 4-3’(0 [(X-X1)2+ p*ll’2 k o [(X-X=)2+ p%@/2
(57) -
-.-. — .-. —.—.—_ .—— .—
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and the perturbation potential h the transverse phne is
3J-
The integral
92B(x;r)e) S’(x)Zn r
=
U. 2fl
relations for the wing
Ic(x)sine
.—
21m
(*)
and the body comldne to give
(59)
Eqpation (59) is exact, subject only to the restrictions of first-order
perturbation theory, but with added restrictions on the geometry and
loading it is possible to show that the magnitude of the final integral
is negligible to a certain order of accuracy. We now assume the wing is
slender, that is, s(x) is small in comparison with over-alJ wing length.
Let, furthermore, the wing and bodybe of eqyal length and have identical-
longitudinal distributions of cross-sectional area. This implies
.
J’s(x) Aww(x>Y1)dyls’(x) =
-s(x) U.
(60)
and establishes the condition that the distribution of two-dimensional
source strength ti eqyation (58) is equal to the strengths titegrated in
the transverse plane of the sources appearing in equation (56). It will
also be convenient to equate in the same manuer the
those two equations and one is led to the relation
J
s(x) @2w(x>Y1)dyl
K(x) = -
-s(x) U.
doublet strengths in
(61)
The first objective will be to show that for field points in the
vicinity of the slender wing the first two terms in the right member of
equation (59) differ from the left memiberby an emount that is of higher
order in s/1. The evaluation of the error term canbe performedby
an iterative process in which the first step stsmts with the approximation
(62)
. . .. ... —....———. —._— — ——
———..- —
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Before integration, the integrand in equation (~) will be written
as the product of Fourier expansions of its terms. For the logarithmic
.
term, one has
.
and, Shlihrly,
[J m1(2nrl - ~ m cos m(f3- 6=) ~ r~ rlm’
=
1/2
2n[r=+ r=z - 2rrlc0s(e- e=)]
(,nr-~()
m
r= m cos m(e -e=)
T ~ rl~ rm
=
(63)
Iy=l ~r
(64)
r~ly=l
~ equations (63) and (64) are used, together with equation (56), and
conditions of bilateral symmetry are imposed, one gets
%W(X;Y>Z)
m
s’(x)
=—Znr+
Uoz 2az I
and
where
*(X) Cos 2me
(r/s)=
m=l
Js(x) AW2 (X,y=)*(X) = —4ZZ Uo
-s(x)
ba-=(x)sin(a-l)e
(r/s)~-’ ‘
1s(x) Af#2(x,y=) = ‘-2 dy=2mAd = *b r)sU. — —s
-s(x)
s ~ r (65)
(66a)
(66b)
.
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Equation (65) holds true beyond
transverse section of the w3ng;
33
the circle of radius s(x) enclosing the
within this circle, the expression is
‘(x)’[(3=+=-11+(2n+1)
.
-- .-
m=l n=o
–.
. (%)a~1 1+al-1 l)]‘an-a- ‘ r~s (67)
where the coefficients Am and & are related to the boundary condi-
tions through the ~ions
U. = z “$(x) (+)=
AW2 (x>Yl) (68a)
n=o
(68d
Once the coefficients aa, b~-l, ~, and Ba are related h
magnitude to the geometry of the wing, the size of the integral term in
, e uation (59) can be estimated.
?
Stice Aw(x,y)/U. is proporti(mal to
t x)/2,the wing’s thickness ratio, it follows from equations (66) ~d (68)
,
that the following order estimates hold
.
a~(x) = o(ts/22), ~(x) = o(ts/z’) (69)
.—-—.- __
—. -——— —.— _____ _
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Let, furthermore, Aq(x,y)/Uo be assumed proportional to a(x)s(x)
where a(x) is a measure of local angle of attack or csmber; equa-
tions (66) and (68) then yield for the remaining coefficients
b~-=(x~= O(us/Z), B=(x) = o(a@) (70)
Equation (67) can also be written in the simplified form
~21?@;Y’4 -ZM.ZnS+
Uoz = 2Yrz
w
I Sm(a -
m=z
with the order estimates
F(X, :)+: =-J!!lqx, :)+
m-l
(71)
()F X, ~ = 0(ts/22), ()G’mx, : = o(ts/z2), %62 :)= o(-/z) (72)
~uation of order of error in emation (62).- Equation (59) is now
written in the form
~(x,y,z) = %Jx;y,z) -
~%(x;rye) +~(x~r#) +I(xjr#) (73)
(74)
. and an estimation of the order of ma~tude of I(x,r,e) is to be &de
for field points in the vicinity of the wing. The approximati~ of
equation (62) is to be used together with the given expansions of the
—. —. —-
I
I
I
. t
two-dimensionalperturbattca potentials. It srdfices to simpllfy the aueJ.Ysis and est-te the order !s
(-)’??22&#<x, >-] m’%
(75)
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Frcm equations
iS given by
The first
(69), (7o), ad (72), the or~ of mumitude of I(x,s ,e)fiol .
% ‘‘20($2”‘) (76)
stem in the iterationfixestheIWCimumAue of the error
ticurred in ne~ec%ng the integral term of equation (74). In t%e vicin-
ity of the &j ther~ore, the perturbation potential can be expressed as
ti eqpation (62) with an error of the order given in eqyation (76).
Near the body, a further reduction of the difference ~ - ~2B is
possible since the explicit equations for the body of revolution are
available. This yields the usual form of the slender-wing solution.
~us, from eqyation (62),
‘%?= 9= + f(x)
.
where
(77)
rlrldrldel
(78)
From egpation (5?)~ f(x) bec~s ~ for t~ sfiso~c case~
z co
i%o a J J Zn r=rldrlf(x) =-——4X aX o (x-X=)s‘(xJdx~ ‘ 2 s/2o [(x-x=)2 + ~r= ]
.-uQ a
J [
(x-X=)22(X-XJ ~~(x=)2“ p2
1
—+ Zn4 dxl
8Yt~ o Ix-xll
(7*)
.-
It is not difficult to show by a similar analysis taking into account
the possibwty of disconttiuities in the flow that eqU2tion (??) holds
also for ~ s 1 and that f(x) then has the form
(7%)
.
.
— .—
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SLENDER-WING THEORY IN SOI?ICFLOW
The extension of the foregoing derivation to the nonlinear case
will be given h this section. The iteration procedure designed to dis-
cuss the ltiear
in terms of the
restrictions on
modification.
problem is effectively the development of an expau.sion
slenderness parameter of the wing and with appropriate
~~e ti attack canbe applied with little
Analysis
Equation (49b), the relation fundamental to the following discussion,
provides that the sonic expression for q valid in the x = ~ plane
can be considered to be composed of three terms; qzj a line .integral
around the possible intersections of the x = X. plane and a shock wave,
and a surface integral over the entire portion of the x = X. plaue
exterior to the body. ~ many important cases, simplification occurs
because the line integral introduces no contribution to the values for ~
in the vicinity of the body. Perhaps the simplest case in which this .
situation develops is that encountered very frequently at ~ = 1 in
which the shock waves are situated entirely downstream of the most rear-
ward point. A second case in which the line integral introduces no con-
tribution occurs when the discontinuity surface is situated in an x = ~
plane and is, therefore, essentialitya normal shock wave. The disconti-
nuities associated with the normal shock wave are contained in the con-
tribution of the double integral. Since most S-C fluws about smooth
wings or bodies probably fald.into one of these two cases, attention will.
be confined in the following discussion to those cases in which no con-
tribution results from the line integral. !ChuS,if equation (49b) is
written first for a wing and then again for a body of revolution, and
the latter is subtracted from the former, the following relaticm is
obtained:
qJx,y,z) = q)’+x;y,z) - q2B(x;r,t?)+ ~(x,r,e) + J(x,r,e) (80)
where
(81)
The gpadratic nature of the titegrand in
with the additive dependence on thickness and
plane potentials, prompts one to s@lMy the
e~tion (81), together
cember in the transverse-
analysis to cases involving
. ..———. —. .—. -
a U wing of given thickness but limited to an angle of attack or
camber-length ratio a that is smell h comparison with the thickness-
length ratio t/1. In this way, sufficient information is retained to
establish the relationship between the wing and body flow fields for the
thickness case and at the seinetime determine a linear dependence on
angle of attack of the wing loaithg in the vicinity of a = O. Uhder
these conditions it will be possible to relate the wing flow field to
that of a body ham the ssme area distribution but not inclined to the
free stream. Consistent with these conditions, the f~owing equations
apply:
and the
as
9% = Qq,t +
perturbation potentials
‘%7= %,t
where the subscripts t end a
to thiclmess and camber. The
(82)
canbe qpressed
‘%,a~ %=%,t (83)
identfly the contributions attributable
term %2 - UR2 = the integrand of eq,,-
.
tion (81) can now be approximated by ‘“ -
%?2 (“
-UB% u%t-
> ‘2B,*Y+aBJt6~2* -U=2*)+ -
(%?jt }-‘2B,t %~ + ~B,t%,a
where the initial assumption
(84)
(85)
has been made and higher order dependence on a has been deleted. It
remains to show, through the evaluation of J(x,r,e), that the assumption
made in egyation (85) holds. It should be noted that, to the order of
exactness of this equation, normal shocks on the wing and body are sit-
uated at the ssme longitudinal station.
.
The first two terms in the right member of equation (~) depend
solely on the thickness distributicm of the wing and body, and the two
remainhg terms cmtain the effects attributable to the 13ft and thickness
.
ccmibtied. Substituting from equation (84) into equation (81), we see
— —.. .-
, *
that the first two terms contribute ta J(x,r,f3) a function that is
latter terms contribute an asymmetric quautity. Fran equation (80)
I
symmetric about z - 0 e,ndthe two
one then gets E!
E
A~,t = AW%,t , %t,a ‘ 4V,U
~
~se re~tiane me i~tical to tiose given in equetim (55) auti,ss a ccmequce, equtim (%)
necesmr~ remains valid SLong With tie expemicm given h equations (65) and (67).
We now approximate J(x,r,e) at r = s:
J(x,s,C3) ~ J1(x,s,f3) + Ja(x,s,e)
—— —
Uol Uol U02
=ka
m 21i
[1 [[1
I
m a’m(x)coe 2m01
I
“ EL&Jx)cos ae~
[1
m &(X)C08 ‘1 +
hfax, o
+ ~B,t +
m.1 (rJs)a s (rJs)m m=l (rJs)a
m
,]1
b&-~x)sti(2v - Qel
‘B,t ][,.r.-~;)
& n cos n(e-el)
(ri/s)2v-1 r 1rLdrLd91 +.nV=l
The orthogonality of the trigonometric terms, tmgether with the fact
ence on e, permits one to achieve ccmslderable simplification after the
read.tlng ~resd.on is
sin(%n - 1)9 ti~.%(x)
11
+.*.
J] [
k b s 2* S“ (X)
rzdrz + — —
(’m - 1) (rJs)m-2
4flaxo o G
th8t uB,t has no depend- ~
‘9I Integratiau. The
+
The convergence of all.the terms h the fIrst integral is assured when ~,t varies as 1/$ for
large r, N being any positive constant; for small r we assume ~ t varies directly with cross-
sectional area of the body. The order of magnitude of J(x,s,e)/Uol ‘can then be seen to be given by
T= ’(!?”s)J(x,s,O)
Since it follows frcm equations (~) and (~) that the ma@tude of
wing Is 0[(ts/Z2)Zn s], the relative error ~ed by neglecting
q+#Joz h the viciui~
J/Uol iS ‘(t8s/%4) .
,
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Following the method used in deri~ eqyation (77), we can achieve
a final simplification in the wing’s perturbation potential. !chUs,
% ‘ ‘Tqf+ g(x) (88)
where
( )J m b uB2(x,r=)g(x) = 1~ ‘?&t -92Bt ‘k ~ 2 Zn r=rldr= (89)r+o Y o
h the absence of
T
ical solutions for the body of revolution problem,
the evaluation of g(x must be carried out by less direct methods. ‘l!Ms
will be discussed further in the section on applications.
APPLICATIONS TO SEVERAL PRO- INVOLVING SONIC FLOW
b the following section, the e@oitation of the results for sonic-
fluw conditions will be carried out in some detail. b view of the
difficulty associated with tranmnic analysis, it appears likely that the
equivalence relation of equation (85) wilL play an important part in the
interpretation and use of e~er~ntal data as well as in purely theoreti-
cal predictions. The discussion wilJ.be concerned principally with appli-
cations to slender wings and bodies and to the relationships between the
aerodynamic characteristics of the two configurations. It is obvious
that the known basic informatim cm be supplied either by theory or by
experiment and msny of the results to be given are written with the idea
that they can be used in this dual sense.
Resum6 of Principsl Results of Slender-Body Theory
.
It appears worthwhile, before proceeding to the examples, to
re-examine the problem of transonic flow about slender bodies of arbi-
trary cross section frcm a heuristic, although less rigorous, point of
view. This second
cal interpretatim
approach may be regarded, H one prefers, as a physi-
of the result given in eqpation (80).
.
.— . ..-. .—— __ ____
—. —— . ---
—— -.. . .—— .
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Consider the case of compressible flow about
arbitrary cross section shown in sketch (f). The
SLENDER BODY THEORY
NACA TN 3717
the slender bodyvf
general procedure is
\
@yy+Q~~ =o “Y
(l-w.)q)xx+Qyy+Q~={
0, LINEAR
W#/X. MO=l
Sketch (f)
to consider first the complete three-dimensional problem, and then to
introduce simplif@ng assumptions consistent with the restriction of
slender pbl forms. As in the more detailed analysis, it is again assumed
that any shock waves are situated either enttiely upstresm of the most
forward Toint of the body or entirely downstream of.the most rearward
point, or are normal shock waves if situated slong the length of the body.
The resulting solution for the perturbation potential can be expressed
as the sum of four parts. AS in the preceding _sis ~~,ay ~~ *2
and ~%,t are solutions of the two-dimensional Laplace eqyation a:
indicated.
‘w %@ corresponds to the.two-dimensional incompressible-
flow solution for translation of the cross section, and q%,t to that
for the growth of the cross section. ~ additicm to satisfying the pre-
scribed boundary conditions at the body surface, these two terms satisfy
the requirement that the latersl velocity components (a~~, ~(p~z) vauish
at infinity. These terms alone do not furnish a satisfactory a~roxima-
tion, however, for cases h which S(x) is clifferent from zero because
%,t
acts like S‘(x)2n r at large r, and hence a~px iS infinite
at a large lateral distance. This error can be removed, however, by
subtracting the term Cp2Bt corresponding to the two-dimensional
incompressible-flow solut~cm for the growth of a body of revolution
having the ssme S(x) as the original body (thereby canceling 92W t at
large r), andadiklng the three-dimensional solution ~,t for fl%
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about the seinebody of revolution. E? ~,t is determined frm lineer
theory, the results correspond to the familiar formulas of subsonic and
supersonic slender-body theory. (This leads, in both cases, to the
result given in equation (62) and reduces to equation (77) where~ for
subsonic flow, f(x) has the form given in equation (79a) and, for super-
sonic flow, the form given in eqyation (79b).) Tn keeping with the
previous analysis, this function of x will be denoted by f(x) if it
is determined fmm Unear theory and by g(x) if determined from tran-
sonic theory.
Although the linear-theory approximation is unsatisfactory at ~= 1,
the same intuitive procedure can be extended to sonic flow. The desired
expression follows if ~,t is determined from the transonic differential
eqpation. TINM, as given in eqpation (85), one has to a ~own order of
accuracy,
~ = ~~,a+ ‘~,t - ‘2B,t+ %,t
and this result reduces for points near the body to
(90)
(91)
(92)
as indicated in sketch (f). It is apparent that equaticm (90) has a duel
basis for validity and represents either the relation afforded by tran-
sonic theory for ~ = 1, or that given by linear theory for other Mch
numbers. The customary restriction to slender wings and bodies must be
observed h both a~lications.
The power and wealmess of the present intuitive reasoning is well
illustrated by the fact that the relation given by equation (90) is
found without recourse to the detailed investigaticm & the earlier
sections whereas the restriction to small angles of attack that enters
in the simplification is overlooked. This deficiency stems from the
fact that it is insufficient to assure that merely the Winite veloci-
ties be removed. Since the space involved is infinite, it is also neces-
ssry that certain integrals of velocity (see eq. (43)) be finite, and it
is in connection with the attenuation of the velocities arising from the
term q2 that the deficiency occurs. One could, perhaps, have
W,a
..- . .. .... —- -.-— ._. - —- —— .——. . ----- ——— —- — —— ----
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continued the heuristic reasozdng but, once the principal idea has been
established, formsl analysis can be used to establish the restrictions
and to evaluate the error t- involved.
Sane insight into the validity of the foregoing equations can be
obtained by exaidng the numerical solution given by Yoshihara in ref-
erence 17 for sonic flow about a circuler cone-cylinder at zero angle of
attack. lhasmuch as it was not assumed either ~licitly or implicitly
that the perturbation potential in the vicini~ of the body has the form
indicated by equation (91) (the boundary conditions were satisfied at
the actual body surface rather than along the body axis), these results
are particularly suited in this respect for the investigation of the
region for which the simplified relation applies. On the other hand,
the example is not ideal.because the sharp corner at the shoulder violates
the smoothness condition; it is, however, the only case for which a
theoretical solution is available. Accordingly, sketch (g) has been
=Ifl
ii
J i !/’/)~.–—-- ..—-.+~ “
. . //
.. ... II
Sketch (g)
prepared so as to show the variation of ~,tfio with r for several.
stations along the length of the cone for the case in which the semiapex
angle e is l/10radian. Attention is called to the fact that the
values for ~,t given in this sketch are for a cone of unit length
whereas the original values given
cone of length 10. A dotted line
senting the values obtained after
%l,t 1
—=—
U. zfi
in figure 5 of reference 17 are for a
is also shown for each station repre-
subtracting 92~,tfio computed by
x2nr
~2nr=—
100
.
(93)
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from 9@o at the ssme point. lh order to illustrate further the
nature of these results, sketch (h) has been prepared to show the varia-
r.05
%,, -92,,,
1
u.
—.02“
— .01.
84
..1--- --—---‘-----‘ — --–1
0 - -------- U) f x------------
------—A. -
Sketch (h)
ti~ of ~,t - ~=B t with x for various r. me res~t~ ~ues
should, according t: equation (g2), be a function of x alone for
small r. It can be seen from au exandnation of these sketches that the
difference ~,t - q)% t is indeed very nearly a function of x in
most of the region for’which results are available. Slight deviations
occur in the immediate vicinity of the nose and at the largest distances
from the body. The latter departures are so small, however, that it is
necessary to possess additimal information for greater’distance from
the body before one can determine the extent of the regiun for which
the g(x) function is applicable.
Determination
on
of g’(x) in
a ITonlifting
Terms of Pressure Distribution
Body of Revolution
Qthough ~.tj and hence f(x), can be calculated directly by means
—,
of linear theory for either distinctly subsonic or supersonic flow, gen-
eral methods are not yet available for the theoretical determination of
~,t in transonic theory. It is evid&t from its definition, however,
[
that g x) depends only on the longitudinal.distribution of cross-section
area S x), and that its derivative can be determined from simple aero-
=c meas~~ts of the flow about a slender nonliftm body of revo-
lution having the same S(x) as the given body. From the point of view
.
. . .—. -...—— —.. .—. .— - _ .._
. ..—. ——— . . -. .
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of appkkations, nothing is lost in not lamwtng the actual level of
g(x), however, since knowledge of its gradient, g’(x), is sufficient
for the determination of flow quantities such as velocity and pressure.
Since the easiest flow quantity to measure is generally the pressure
distribution on the surface of the body, perhaps the simplest way to
determine g’(x) is through a relation expressing this quantity in terms
of the pressure distribution. The necessary relatians for the perturba-
tion velocity potentia,l ~,t and the pressure coefficient ~m ~ are
providedby equations (48) &d (5), which reduce, in the vic~f~-of a
slender nonlifting body of revolution, to
(94)
(’%) () S’2(X),t = -:&i?,t- 22=-&lB,t-~ (95)r=R
where R(x) represents the radius of the body of revolution and the prime
denotes differentiationwith respect to x. These relatipns can be com-
.
bined to solve for g’(x) in terms of the surface pressures and the
cross-section area with the following result:
[( ) 1+S’’(x)p+s’ 2(x)g’(x) = -% %,t 2. Yc ~ (96)r=R
The cone-cylinder solution of Yoshihara (ref. 17) again affords a
means of illustrating the application of this result at ~ = 1. Thus,
sketch (i) has been prepared to illustrate the variaticms with x of
.12
.08
.04
0
-04
hbl
&l
Sketch (i)
— -.
‘v
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the pressure coefficient on the surface of a cone-cylinder having a
semiapex angle of 1/10 radian, and of g’(x)/Uo computed therefrom,
using equation (96). As in the case of sketches(g)and (h),thevalues
of gt(x)havebeen converted from those given originally for a cone of
length 10 to those for a cone of unit length.
“ It is likewise e~dent that the function g’(x) can also be deter-
mined from pressure-distribution data for thin wings in an analogous
manner, although naturally more geometric quantities are involved in the
calculation.
Relation Between Pressure Distributions -
on Related Wings and Bodies
Wings and bodies having same longitudinal distribution of cross-
section area.- Equation (90) displays the relationship between the per-
turbation velocity potential. ~ for a thin low-aspect-ratio wing and
the corresponding po~ential ~ t for a slender nunl~ting body of
revolution having the ssme long~tudinal distribution of cross-section
area. lh most practical applications, however, tie is not so much
interested in relations involving the velocity,potential as those involv-
ing the pressure distributions. The following discussion will be con-
cerned with the derivation of such a relation. Thus, consider the two
objects iU.ustrated h sketch (j).
Both have the same S(x), but the
first is a nonlifthg body of revo-
lution aud the secmd is a thin
lifting wing. .~y .~ ‘/,The relations for the >
potential and pressure coefficient
%“
‘.
for the body of revolution are those
given in eqpatims (94) and (95) of
the preceding section. The corre-
sponding relations for ~ and %
s(x)=r~(x)x
in the vicinity of the wing are
Sketch
%$ = %W + g(x)
2%”
c%=
-<z
(J)
(97)
(98)
h!he curve for
%.* shown in sketch (i) dMf ers from that given
originally in reference-~~ due to the correction of a sigu error in the
quadratic term of the expressicm for pressure coefficient. For the cone
having a semiapex angle of 1/10 radian, this change has the effect of
diminishing the values given originally for C~,t on the cone surface
by a constant amount, namely, 0.02.
.
— . . . —.. .- .. —.—. ..— ....—_ .— .— .—. __ _ .. . . .—— ———— -.—. _.
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Since g(x) is the same for both objects, the desired relation between
the pressure distributions on the wing and body of revolution can be
determinedly comb- equations (95)through(98);thus
%=(’%3,t)r=R -g?+% Q’”:+* (99)
It is interesting to note that this relation holds not only for nonlinear
theory of sonic flow, but also for linearized slender-body theory for
subsonic and SUperS~C flow. This follows directl.yfrom the fact that
equation (91) and the associated statement are eqpally correct in linear-
ized slender-body theory M g(x) is replaced by f(x).
The term tivolving q
a
can be considered lwmwn inasmuch as it can
be deterndned directly us equation (50) or any of several other
methods (e.g., conformal mapping, etc.) available from classical two-
dimensional potential theory, or @directly if either the linear theory
or the slender-wing-theory solutions sre known for the wing. To illus-
trate, let the subscript S denote the values indicated by the slender-
wing-theory solution. Then, for example, if (~)= is known, qm,, is
given by ‘-D
l?% = (%)s - f(x)
where f(x) is provided by equatims (79). Correspondingly,
~ acpq
()‘——= %s’:f ’(x)Uo ax
—n
(loo)
one has
(101)
~, on the other hand, the ltiear-theory
relation
solution is available, the
“ %=:-=% (102)I#L
applies, whence
where the subscript L refers to values given by linear theory.
.-
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Equation (99) enables one to calculate the pressures in the vicinity
of any thin low-aspect-ratio wing, provided the pressure distribution is
known on the surface of a“nonlifting body of revolution having the same
longitudinal distribution of cross-secticm area S(x). The correspcmling
rule relating the pressures on two wings having itifferentcross-section
shapes but the same S(x) can be easily derived by applying eqpation (99)
twice and subtracting so as to eliminate all terms pertinent to the body
of revolution.
Wings and bodies having similar longitu&bal distribution of cross-
section area.- It is a simple matter to extend the previous results so
as to include more general relations which apply to wings and bodies
having longitudinal distributi(ms of cross-sectim area that are merely
proportional. The information needed to achieve this generalization is
supplied by the transonic similarity rule for slender bodies of revolu-
tion (ref. 5). ‘Iherulestatesthatat ~ = 1 thepressuredistributions
on two slenderbodiesof revolutionhavingareadistributionsgivenby
4 %@ - “s:=— ()&, I % : (104)
are related according to
1/2
()
~,1 71+1
SM,II %+1
(105)
..
where ~ refe& to the maximum cross-section area and the subscripts I
and II refer to properties associated with the two bodies. ~ both bodies
are h air> ?’1= ?’~> and eqpation (105) reduces to
(106)
pressures ~ for a ~ havingto determine theE it is desired
an area distribution given by S1l(X/Z) and the pres~ure distribution is
lmown for a body of revolution having an area distribution S1(x/2)
proportional to S11(X/2), one merely computes C% = for a body of
revolution of area Sn(x/2) using equation (1o6) Ad substitutes the
result for C~,t h equation (99).
.
.
- . . . . . . . . ....— .. ..— — —— --.—.— .— — ——. — -- -
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Application to the Calculdtia of Pressures and Forces
on !l!hinElliptic Cone-Cylinders at ~ = 1
The relations developed in the preceding section wilJ-how be applied
to the calculation of the pressures and forces at ~ = 1 on the conical
portion of the thin cone-cylinder of elliptic cross-section illustrated
in sketch (k). The ordinates of the upper surface of the cone are given
Sketch (k)
ZJx,y) = * (naC2 -#2 (107)
where m is the tang=t of the semiapex angle2
2 is the length of the cone, and t is the
maximum thickness of the cme. It foll.owsthat
the elliptic section in the plane x = x= has
major and minor semiaxes equal to mxl and tX1/22~
respectively. The cross-section area and surface
slope *e, respectively~
n-tm~=
S(XJ =~ , *= ‘ti’ ‘
1 22(*X12 - y=)“2
(108)
Pressure distribution on ntiting cone-cytiders. - lhom eq,-
tion (~) ~ q2W for the symmetrical nonltiting caae can be written as
,
%W = * J- 2U0 a+(x, y=) Zn’[(y-Y=),2+ Z211’2 @l (109)
-mx
.
which, when evaluated on the wing sucface (i.e., z = 0, -mx < y < mx),
yields
(no)
After inserting this relation into equation (99) and carrying out the
. indicated operations, one obtains
.
% “%-w+’n?i)
where Cp refers to the pressure.distribution on a circular cone-
B
cylinder having such a semiapex angle (1 that it has the same longitudinal
. —
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distributiond? cross-section
The pressures on such a body
‘tallyin sketch (i) for e =
which reduces to the form
area as the elliptic cone-cylinder;
1/2
e ()
. mJ
21
can be determined from
O.10byapplication of
!PB ()=100 e2 cpB - 2E? 2n1000=0.10
51 “
thus
those shown graphi-.
eq,,tion (106),
As mentioned previo~ly, following equation (99),
(U2)
the difference
~W - ~B is the same as given by linearized slender-body theory for
subsonic or supersonic flow. As a corroboration of this statement, con- .
sider the expression given by slender-body theory for-the supersonic
“ pressure on the thin elliptic cone (ref. 25, p. 257)
.[
m(~2 - 1)
1/2
Cpm = -~l+Zn
4 1 (113)
and the corresponding expression for the supersonic pressure distribution
on the slender circular cone (ref. 25, p. 241)
L J 1
The
the
l
. “ 1/2
mt(~2-1)
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. 1.
difference between equations (113) and (114) obviously
form given in equation (l-l-l).
The application of the foregoing theory to a specific
.
(114)
reduces to
case will now
be illustrated by determining the pressure distribution Cm at ~ = 1
on an elliptic cone having m = 1/2 and t/1 = 0.06. me first step is
to calculate the pressure distribution at ~ = 1 on the surface of a
circular cone-cylhler hawbg a semiapex angle given by
\
1/2
e
()
.mt
E
= (0.015)=’2= 0.1225 (U5)
The pressure distribution on the selected elliptic cone-cyltider cau then
be calculated through use of equation (ill) and is
% =%3- 0“03a (u6)
—— —— —. —-—.—
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Theresultsforboth
showngraphicallyin
is independentof y
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the circular and the elliptic cone-cylinders are
sketch (2). TIotethat the pressure distribution
in this case and that a single curve of ~,r
versus x/Z suffices to define the pressure on the wing. —Vm
PRESSUREDlmlBUTION ON AN ELLIPTIC CONE-CYLINDER AT Mo=l
.20
Cp
\ %)78=.1225
.12 .
V1=I16
00 .2 .4 .6 .8 10
. x/1
Sketch (2)
Drag of nonlifting cone-cylinders.- Thedrag I+fat~=l of thin
elliptic cone-cylinders can be obtained by direct titegration of the
product of the pressure and surface slope and is expressible in the form
where the integration is extended over the plan form and De represents
the contribution to the drag that results frmn a finite leading-edge
radius of curvature. Since only that portion of ~ tioted by Qw
contributes to De, this quautity can be calculated in the same mszmer
as described in references 25 and 28 for linear theory. Thus, the con-
tribution per unit of span is, in slender theory,
.
.
dDe 2pouo=
(ax)
g
T=fi 2 ‘n
(u8)
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.
where rn is the radius of curvature normal to the wing leading edge
and s is the local.semispan. H the ordinate of the whg, in the
vicinity of the leading edge, is
1/2
~ = h(s,y)(s-y)
eqpation (IIL8)becomes
dDe ()—=@ h’(s,s) & 2w (120)
For the tti elliptic cone, Zu is given by equation (107) and s(x)= mx,
hence
st2h2(s,S) = —
*12
and
(la.)
The second term on the right of eqyation (117) becomes, upon substitution
of eqmtion (U) for Cp
The drag of the. elliptic cone-cylinder is thus
(122)
IUotethat the circular cone-cylinder and elliptic cone-cylinder have
clifferent Values of drag at ~ = 1, even thuugh they have the ssme area
distribution. As an illustration of the order of magnitude of the quan-
tities involved h egyation (1.22),the drag at ~ = 1 of a circular
. . . .. ——.—. _____ _____ __ _
-— ——— --— — .——. _ .
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cone-cyldnder having semiapex angle
gration of the pressure distribution
IzllcAm 3717
e = 0.1225, as determinedly iute-
shown in sketch (Z), is
(123)
whereas that of an elliptic cone-cylinder
is
(q)m =,2=0.00383
tlz>.oe
having m=l/2 and t/Z =0.06
(124)
.
Thus, al.thoughboth bodies have the same area distribution, the drag of
the elliptic cone-cybder is less than 80 percent of that of the circular
cone-cylinder.
More general results for circular and elliptic cone-cylinders can be
obtained by ccmibiningequations (123) and (124) with the transonic simi-
Wity rule for the drag of slender-bodies of revolution. The latter can
be derived by integration of the corresponding relation for the pressure
given in equation (106) and was first given by Oswatitsch and Berndt in
reference 5.
.
It states that the drags at ~ = 1 of two bodies of revolu-
tion having area distributions given by eqyation (104) are related,
assuming both bodies are in air, so that 71 = 7=, according to
D= . U[ 1Pouo=Sf=(z) - s’=(o) WI~= ~+~ 2X ‘n Srn~ (125)
For slender circular cone-cylinders s= *2X2 and equation (125)
reduces to
which becames, upon mibstitution of the val.u& given by eqpation’(123)
for
The
the
~ and el
t 1
Poq32 12
%3=
-Y@ 1.55+ 2Zne2 ~
general expressions for ~ and ~ can
relation e = (mt/2z)’i2 is introduced
.
(X27)
be compared more readily if
to express 6 in terms
.. . -.
v
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.
of m, t, and
bution, thus
2 of the thin elliptic cone having the same area distri-
?6 = - * [fm%’(1.55 + 2 zn!$) ] (w8)
Combination of equaticms (E8) and (322) yields the correspcxiiingresult
for the drag at ‘l& = 1
%=-
Before leaviuz the
~ tti elliptic ccme-cylinders
U2
[( )1
m%k jfm2t2 1.55+ Zn—
2 82
subject of similarity rules, it
(~9)
is of interest
—
to note that equation (129)forthepressuredragof thinellipticcone-
cylindersis in accordwiththetransonicsimilarityrulefor thepres-
suredraRof thinwingsof finitespan(see,e.g., ref.4). Thelatter
is Usualiy given
drag coefficient
affinel.yrelated
aspect ratio A
in &mensionless form &d provides that the pressure
CD at ~ =lofafamily ofthinntiting w3ngsof
geometry, plan-form sxea ~, thickness ratio r, and
satisfy the eqyation
CD
—=
~ 5/s
f(AT1/s) (130)
where
~=-_3L-_ (131)
PJJ02
y%
and f indicates a functional dependence. lY indeterminate forms that
arise from the infinite plan-form area of a cone-cylinder ~e avoided by
/ letting S
b
represent the plan-form area of “onlythe conical part of
the body, , A, and T &me related to m, t, and 2 according to
~=mZ2, A=hn, T=+ (132)
and equation (129) can be rewritten as follows
It is evident from this form of the result that CD/T5’S is a function
of A71’s alone, as reqpired by the similarity rule.
.-. .—. — .—— —. ——— — —.— -—
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Pressures and forces on lifting cone-cylinders.- The relations sum-
marized in sketch (f) also permit the calculaticm of the pressure distri- .
bution on a thin elliptic cone-cylinder when inclined at a small angle of
attack. To calculate this quantity, one must first have the expression
for cpq,a. The necessary expression is well lamwn, however, since the
problem is equivalent mathematic~, for the planar boundary conditions,
to the boundary-value problem associated with translation of a flat plate
ti a two-dimensional incompressible fluid.
m ~%,a ‘d ‘~ m ‘hesurface of the thin inclined elliptic cme are
1/2
%}U ‘ * uodm2*-~)
Uotm 1/2
Tq=yzn Y* Uoa(lnw-yq
(134)
(135)
where the u~er (plus) sign is to be used m the upper surface and the
lower (minus)
into equation
si~ m the lower
(%), one obtati
%?=% (-%1
where the convention concerning
aerodynamic loading,
of the wing, is thus
Am
surface. After inserting equation (135)
(136)
upper and lower signs stiU holds. The
or the difference in pressure between the two sides
-=(i),-(?’%)U=,m2x:;,./2pouo2/2 .(137)
A sketch of the load distribution is shown
in sketch (m). Ilrbegrationof the loading
over the plan form leads to the followlmg
expression for lift
%
POU02 2fi@z2)
2(
=— (138)
Sketch (m)
— -.
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“
Although the pressure distribution at ‘~ = 1 is not the same as
given by linear theory, it will be recognized that the load distribution
and ljft arise solely from ~qoa and are therefore the same as given
by linear slender-wing theory. “--One recognizes, consequently, that the
lift of any low-aspect-ratio wing having such a plan form that no part
of the trailing edge @en& forward of the station of maximum span is
given by
.
.
and the drag due to lift by
(139) -
(140)
The fraction 1/2 enters as a result of suction forces on the leading edge.
Mote that the above statements also hply that all reciprocal and reverse
flow relations of linear theory are applicable to lifting forces at %=1
on slender wings at small angles of attack.
As in the case of drag discussed previously, egpation (138) for the
ltit of thin low-aspect-ratio wings is compatible with the transonic
similarity rule which states that the lift-curve slopes of a fsmily of
thin wings of finite span and affinely related geometry are related
according to (see, e.g., ref. 4)
+ls~ = f(AT’iS) (141)
where
%.= lW L (142)
a+o (pouo2/2)S&
Substitution of the geometric relations of equation (132) into eqya-
tion (138) for the lift, yields simply
+’=%a=$““=
which is obvi-”ly in accord with the similarity
lift given by eqpation (140) is in corresponding
appropriate transonic similarity rule.
(143)
rule. The drag due to
agreement with the .
. .....— .-.—.- _.
“—— ———— —-—-~
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Momentum Analysis of Drag of Slender Bodies at ~ = 1
me previous example of the thin elJ-ipticcone-cylinder has disclosed
significant tiferences in the drag at ~ = 1 of elliptic and circular
cone-cylinders having the ssme longitudinal distribution of cross-section
area. Since this finMng is contrary to the often quoted transonic area
rule, it is of interest to study the sonic drag of a more general class
of bodies. This wiU now be done using mmuentum methods.
Derivation of general.relation for drag.- Consider a surface X
which e&oses a vdlume containing an aerodynamic body. The vectorial
force F on the
flux of momentum
body can be determined by considering the pressures and
at Z. lh general there results
.
where vector
and density,
L L L ..J
notat>m is used, p aud p are the local st@ic pressure
and V is the local perturbation velocity vector.
Sketch (n)
For pres&t purposes, the surface X will
be taken as shown in sketch (n). Two parts
of X denoted as I and 11, are plane surfaces
normal to the x axis and situated upstream
and downstream of the body. The remaining part
of X, denoted by III, is a small circular
cylinder of radius Rx large enough so that
the body is entirely enclosed within the cylin-
drical surface. Since it wilJ be assumed that
the body is slender”and smooth enough that the
necessary restrictions on Q are satisfied.at
all stations forward of the base, tit that discontin~ties in gemetry
or velocity may occur there, the plane surfaces I and II will be placed
at infini@ upstream and at the base of the body, respectively.
It ik sufficient, to the order of accuracy of transcmic theory, to
a~roximate p and p at points near the body by
P ~ ~’u
—=-—
P. U.
and
.
P- po=-po*ou+*[(l-~2k+ *+-1}
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Furthermore,
force,total
P.
D.=—
59
.
if attentionis restrictedto the streamwisecomponentof
dragof theenclosedbodyis givenby
II-
where Vr is the radial compment
of course, at ~ = 1 and becomes
of veloci~. This ~ession holds,
PrjD=z
J J
(V’ + W’)@* - PO U@$# dx
II
k d-ternative form for eqpation (146) which WiIL prove
obtained by replacing the surface integral over 11 by a
Thus, Greents theorem provides
](” +w’)dY* =J[($!”+(2)’]-
11 11
useful. can be
ltie integral.
I *=- —dac -%1 1 m% w *
c II
(147)
where C is a curve, situated in plane II, which goes around the wing
and also around the control surface X, duc is an element of C, and n
is the unit normal drawn into the interior of C, as ilJm.stratedin
sketch (o). But near the body the relation q = q= + g(x) holds, and
therefore within C, hence the equation
W9 = O is satisfied b II, z
J J(V’+w’)dydz=- aq~~%(148)
II c
and eqpation (1M ) for drag becomes Y
I
*P.
D=-=
‘Xmc-po I
uv&de ax
c III (149)
.
. . ... .. . .. . .-.. — ———— —
. ..— —
Sketch (o)
-————
-——. -—---.
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Relation between drag of wings and bodies hatig the same area
distribution.- Cmsider sonic fmlowabout two aerodynamic shapes, one a
thin wing and the other -a slender nonlifting body of revolution, ha-
the same longitudinal distribution of cross-section area. E equa-
tions (90) and (91) are substituted into eqution (lk6), and if the
Fourier ~ion fOr 9% - ~2R obtained from equations (58) and (65)
is introduced into the 5ntegral~ over III and the portion of C con-
tiguous with III, one has
III
The contour C is here divided into two parts. The inner portim that ‘
immediately surrounds the wing is denoted by Cw, whereas the outer
portion is denoted by Cm. It follows similarly that a corresponding
e.?qmessioncau be written for the drag of the body of revolution. Thus
P.
l’
Rd9dxuBvrB ~ (151)
III
where ~ refers to an integration contour drawn around the cross section
of the body. IX’the exterior portions of the control surface ~ are
nuw
for
The
the
selected the same for the two cases (i.e., surface III is the ssme
the wing and body), it follows immediately by subtractim that .
%T=?B-+
titegrals over Cw cau be
analysis applies for small
divided into two parts after recallingthat
augles of attack and that q% can be
.
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mitten as the sumof CP2
W,t
and (P2
W,a
~ provided the thickness does not
vanish. Substitution of this relation into equation (152) yields
‘B /
(153)
terms are absent since
even functions of z,
where the titegrsJs invol@mg the cross-~oduct
g~,t and its normal derivative along ~ are
whereas qW,a and its normal derivative are odd functions of z.
Since qq,a is proportional to a, it is evident that the first
integral of eqpation (153) provides a cartribution to the drag which is
proportional to the square of the angle of attack. This gyantity is
exactly the vortex drag and is represented by the same expression at all
M&ch numbers.
The clifference & the two remaininn integrals gives the difference
in the drag at ~ = 1 of a nonl.iftimgwing and body having the same
longitudinal distribution of cross-section area. Since the two integrals
~ not always cancel, the drag of the ~ and body will, in general,
be clifferent. One can account h this v for the difference in drag of
thin elliptic cone-cylinders and circular cone-cylinders disclosed pre-
viously by integration of surface pressures. To show this, one must
evaluate the integrals of equation (152) at the shoulder of the cone-
cylinder (x = 2) using the expressions for ~% and (p2B given h equa-
tions (1.10)and (93). lb the titegration, the contour ~ extends on
both sides of the y axis from -m2 to +m2 whereas the contour ~ is
a circle of radius f32. Upon csrrying out the indicated operations, one
obtains the S- result as that given previously in egyation (122) in
which the drag of the elliptic cone-cylinder is substantially less thau
that of the circular cone-cylinder.
Special cases for which the drag of wing and body is the same.-
Although it is @ortant to note the clifference in the drag of two bodies,
it is perhaps even more imporiamt to know under what conditions the drag
of the bodies is the same. If attention is conftied to nonltiting cases
so that 92W ~ is zero, the vortex drag vanishes, the condition for the
equality of‘the drag of a w3ng and body having the same area distribution
is that the contribution of the last two integrals of equation (153) cancel.
..-. —.. .— - . . .—— —. - —— ——— -—
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This condition is satisfied for certain large and importaut classes of
shapes. One such class includes shaws that are cylindrical at the base
since, th~,
and
%7=?6 (155)
Another includes many shapes that taperto a pointat therearsince,
then, both integrals again vanish. Other classes for which it is more
difficult to specify the gemetry include shapes for which the integrals
have equal values different from zero. The latter case provides some
interesting situaticms in which some members of a family of whgs and
bodies having the same longitudinal distribution of cross-section area
have the same drag and others have a tMf erent drag. To be more specific,
consider a luw-aspect-ratio pointed wing having a straight trailing edge
normal to the free-stream direction and smooth airfoil sections closing .
with a finite wedge angle at the rear (an example of such a wing is a
triangular wing with biconvex profiles),
the same area distribution as the wing.
this pair of bodies quickly leads to the
body of revolution is infinitely greater
apparent because the integral around the
whereas that around the base of the body
and a body of revolution having
Application of equation (153) to -
conclusion that the drag of the
than that of the wing. This is
base of the ~ is finite,
is logarithmically infinite since ‘
(w
and dS/dx is finite and R is zero at x= z. The inffite drag of
this particular body of revolution is, of course, spurious and is no
doubt associated with the fact that the round stern is too blunt to treat
with a theory of the slender-body type. On the other hand, there id no
reason to believe that the pressure drags of the wing and body are the
seine.
Since no correspcmding difficulties occur at the base of the wing,
let the drag of the above wing be compared with that of a secmd thin
low-aspect-ratiowing having the ssme longitudinal area distribution.
— — —
—.
v
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For such a comparison, eqyation (153) must be repl.acedby the correspond-
ing relation between the drag of two whgs
(J a%ln~ J’ *t+) )‘%1 ~a%?==%I-~ 9q11 ~ (!- 9~1 ~ c (157)%= %1
It is immediately clear that the two wings have the same drag if they have
the ssme geometry at the base. This cmdition for the egyality of drag
of two bodies having the same area distribution has been arrived at pre-
viouslyby Harder and IU.unker(ref. 16) andby Berndt (ref. 29) by some-
what different means. As is apparent from the preceding discussion, this
condition is sufficient but not necessary.
As a further example, consider the case where the geometry of the two
wings is affinely related, that is, for a constant chord, the seconding
is derived from the first by simple stretching of the y and z dimen-
sions.
normal
finite
can be
For the present class of wings,
to the free-stream direction end
wedge angle at the rear, each of
written in the form
having straight trailing edges
airfoil sections closing with a
the integrals of egyation (157)
Then the Droduct AT of aspect ratio and thickness ratio is the ssme for
both w@& although A and-T individual may be different. It follows,
moreover, from the fact that the ratio Tz t of the * ordinates to the
maximum thickness is the ssme function of x/2 and y/s. for affinely
related wings, that Qw is the same function of y/s. for both -s.
Since so is proportional to A and AT is the seinefor both TZ@s, it
follows that the two integrals of ecymtion (157)have the ssme value, aud
both wings have the same drag. Inasmuch as it is cmly the conditions at
the trailing edge that enter into the titegrals of eqpation (157), similar
reasoning shows that the two wings also have the seinedrag M the condi-
tion of affinely related geometry applies only to the cross-section shape
and surface slopes in the x direction at the trailing edge. (h the
other hand, if the wings have merely the same longitudinal distributim
of cross-section area, the simple relations just described between the
various elements of equation (157) no longer hold, and the wings will.z
in genersl, have clifferent drags.
.
-.—- .—. —.—.-—. - ——-. -
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Application to ~onplanar F!roblems
Equation (90) expressing the relation between the
potential for sonic flow about a thin low-aspect-ratio
about a slender body of revolution has been derived on
perturbaticm
wing and that
the assumpticm
that the boundary c-&nditionsfor the wing can be spectiied on a b
surface. The development outlined in sketch (f) suggests that the result
can actueUy be extended to include more general classes of slender
shapes. Accord@jly, assume that eqpatim (90) holds for cases involving
nmplanar boundary conditions and let the results given in the preceding
sections for the drag at ~ = 1 of thin elliptic cones be extended to
include slender elliptic cones of any eccentricity. The analy’sisproceeds
identically to that for the thin e~iptic cone, the only change being that
%
must be recalculated. This is a shple problem in two-dimensimal
poteutisl theory since q
%
represents the potential associated with
udform growth of an ellipse, and the result, when evaluated on the cone
s“urface,is
%W
‘U??n[%+al (M9)
Substitution
relation for
of this result into egyation (153)leadsto the fold.owing
the drag
--==t2zn[H1+&Y1
YI%“0
%?=% 4 ~ (160)
Comparison of these two expressions with the corresponding relations
for thin cones given h equations (110) and (122) shows that they differ
by the inclusion of =
additional factor (l+t/2mZ)
in the more general result.
Although the contribution
d this term is of negli-
gible importance for cones
having t/mZ small, it is
vital for nearly circular
cones, and indeed necessary
to assure the equality of
~c%%%;~~~?z
cone, that is, when t/mZ=2. “
352 order to illustrate this
~==
point further, sketch (p) .
has been prepared, showing
Sketch (p) the variation with 2mX/t,
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or the ratio of major axis to minor axis, of the drag at ~ = 1 of two
femilies of elliptic cones. All members of each femily have the same
longitudinal distribution of cross-section area. As indicated, one
family is definedby ret/Z= 0.02 and ticludes the circular cone-cylinder
havinga semiapex angle (1 of 0.10 radian, and the otherby ret/Z”=0.03
and includes the cticular cone-cylinder having f3= 0.122~ radian. The
solid line indicates the values computed using equation (16o), and the
dotted line those computed using equation (122). In both cases, the
drag ~ of the circular cone-cylinder is cal.culate dfromequation (127).
As wouldbe anticipated, the solid and dotted lines coticide for thin
cones, but they differ considerably for circular cones (2mZ/t = 1). More
titeresting, perhaps, is the extent to which the drag of a family of cone-
cyl~ers having the ssme longitudinal distribution of cross-section area
depends on the shape of the cross section.
The procedures applied here to the elliptic.cone-cylinders can also
be applied to many other cases, such as wing-body conibinations,etc. For
bodies having the same longituiHnsl distribution of cross-section area as
a cone-cylinder one must merely determine the appropriate functim for
9% and proceed h the same manner as for the elliptic cone-cylinders.
For other bodies it is also necessary to have knowledge of either the
theoretical solution or the experimental pressure distribution for sonic
flow around abody of revolutiau having the seine(or affinely related)
longitudinal distribution of cross-section area as the given body. It
should be remarked, however, that the extension to same of these problems
tivolves the assumptim that equation (90) a~ies to nonpl.amxrcases.
Comparison With E@erimental Results
In the rtider of this paper, ~erimental. datawillbe presented
and a comparison made with the predictions of sonic slender-body theory.
Although these ccmnparisonsmay not be ideal, since experimental data for
~ = 1 are only available for families of shapes that strain the assump-
tions of the theory, they show remarkable agreement with the theory and
help deftie the range for which the results maybe expected to apply.
Cone-cylinders.- The most Mormative class of bodies to investigate
further with regard to comparison of theory and experiment is the cone-
cylhder. This is because of the availability of not only the similari~
rules, etc., but also the complete solution for the pressure distribution
and flow field h the vic~ty of such bodies. Experimental data are also
available in reference 18 by Solomon for the pressure at several points
on the surface of two rather blunt circular cone-cylinders at Mach nuuibers
near unity. The tests were conducted on cone-cyltiders having semiapex
angles of 20° and 25° and at Wch nunibersup to about 0.g6. The corre-
sponding pressures at ~ = 1 can be obtained only by.extrapolation. The
test Mach numbers are sufficiently high, however, that the local.’Mach
nuuibersm the body surface are virtuUy independent of the free-stream
.66
Wch nuniber. These pressures are
theoretical pressure distribution
.8
Cp 0
.4
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plotted in sketch (q) together
for slender cone-cylinders at
m 3-P-7
with the
%=
Sketch (q)
.
The latter were computed using equation (lJ2) together with the theoreti-
cal pressure distribution for a circular cone-cylinder having semiapex
v
ee = 0.10, see sketch (i). With the exception of one point on the .
25 cone-cylinder, the theoretical and ~erimental values axe in remark-
able agreement, considering the bluntness of’the cones.
It would be very informative to make similar comparisons for cone-
cylinders that are more slender, or that have noncircular cross sections,
but the authors are unaware of smy suitable _imentsl data. Studies
involving bodies of revolution having area distributions that differ from
that of cone-cylinders are handicapped at the present time by the lack of
theoretical solutions for the transonic pressure distribution, and would
have to be confined to the investigation of such items as the range of
applicability of the similari~ rules, the existence and lateral extent of
the g(x) function, etc.
wings.- Since complete solutions for sonic flow arouud three-
dimensional wings have not yet been obtained, the following discussim
must be ccmfined to cases in which experimental information is known for
two or more wings or bodies havfng the same or affinely related longitu-
dinal distributions of cross-section area. Fkobably the most extensive
set of data of this type is that given in reference 20 for a large family
of affinely related wings of rectangubr ph?l form having lIACA63AOXX
sections. Since the results for ~ = 1 can be presented most concisely
by using the variables suggested by the transonic similarity rules for
wings of finite span (see, e.g., ref. 4), the experimental results for
the zero-lift pressure drag and the lift-curve slope at ~ = 1 are
. .
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givm h sketch (r) by plotting CD/T5/s and TllS~ as functions of
A711S. As shown previously by McDevitt (ref. 20), these data confirm the
statement provided by the similarity rules that the results so plotted
should define a single curve for each aerodynamic quantity.
DRAG AND LIFT AT Mo’I “ Q
RECTANGULAR WINGS-NACA 63AOXX PROFILES
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Sketch (r)
The curves representing the zero-1.Ht pressure drag and the l.ift-
curve slope have the same general form for high-aspect-ratio wings. The
curves a~roach horizontal lines for the wings of larger aspect ratio,
and the values for the lfit and drag are not too different from the
theoretical values given by Guderley and Yoshihara ti references 30 and 31
for two-dimensional sonic flow around double-wedge profiles. The curves
approach straight lines through the origin for low-aspect-ratio wings aud
the ~erimental vahes for the lift-curve slope of wlmgs hamlng AT1/S
less than about unity practically coincide with the theoretical values
givenby eqpation (143). The correspmling theoretical values for the
dragat ~ =1 are not known.
Some measure of the applicability of the theoretical results can still .
be derived, however, by examfmfng the relation between the ~erimental
drags of various wings. II?the &fects of the violation of the theoretical
-. .-.. .. -..—— -.—— — .—
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requirements that occurs at the round nose of the unswept leading edge of
each of the present family of wings can be disregarded, the discussion >
following equation (1X) applies and all low-aspect-ratio wings having a
given longitudinal distribution of cross-section area have the same drag.
InasMuch as not many pairs of wings of the ~esent family actuslly have
the seinearea distributim, a more useful statement of the result is that
the drag is a unique function of the area distribution. Since the area
distribution of an affiuely related family of wings can be specified by
gi~, for instance, the chord 2 and the ratio ~22 (or its equiva-
lent, the product of the aspect ratio and the thiclmess ratio) of the
maximum cross-section area to the chord squared, it follows that the drag
and geometry of the present family of wings are related according to
D
()
=f a
@Jo2/2)z2 ‘ 2=
= f=(AT) (161)
where f= represents an unknown function of the indicated variables.
This relation may be contrasted with that provided by the similarity rule
that states
% D 1/s
=f2(AT )
== (Pouo2/2)spT5’s
(162)
where ~ refers totheplan-form area. At first glance, thetio
relationships appear to bear only slight reseniblance. It cau be seen
upon closer examination, however, that same of the a~ent ~ferences
are superficial and of little or no significance. TIUM, let equation (161)
be rewritten as
D
PJJ02 POU02 Sp
=—
2
A (AT)2f~(AT)2%=(AT) =T—
or
CD
= AT1’Sf~(AT)p
This appears to be the closest that the two results can
together without introducing additional.restrictions or
Both are now concerned with the same qpantity, CD/T ,S/s
(163)
be brought
approximatias.
but egpation (162)
.
states that this gyantity is equal to some unknown function of ATli=,
whereas egpation (163) states that it is equal to AT1’S times some
function of AT. The only way in which both results can be universally
—. .—
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correct is for the functions f2 and f9 to be constants
on either AT or AT1/s. Both rules are not universddy
69
and not dependent
correct, however,
since eqpation (163) is derived fran transonic slender body theo~ md
therefore can be expected to apply only to wings of smeU aspect ratio.
ll%cmthe foregoing considerations, one can conclude that the drag at
~ = 1 of the low-aspect-ratio wings of the present family must depend on
the geometry in such a way that CD/T5/3 is linearly pro~rtimal to A~S.
Examination of the drag data of sketch (r) shows that the experimental
results exhibit precisely this trend for wings of AT1’s less than about
unity. An alternative interpretation of-this result is that the drag of
a number of low-aspect-ratio wings of the present family all having the
same chord, varies as the sqyare of the frontal area; that is,
“(@02’2)*pmds‘nthe“we0’’22”‘h= ‘ismsiO’lof
these and related points appeers in reference 32.
It appears that the degreeof correspondenceb tweentheoryand
experiment disclosed above for such extreme cases as rectangdsr wings
of aspect ratios 3 end 4 must be attributed partially to the averaging
influence of integration, and that the same close correspondencemay not
be found for more detailed quantities. For example, slender-body theory
indicates that the lift on low-aspect-ratio rectangdar wingsat %=1
is concentrated along the leading edge. Although pressure-distribution
measurements were not included in the test program reported in refer-
ence 20, pitclring-momentmeasurements were made fram which the center-of-
pressure position can easily be deduced. The results indicate that -the
center-of-pressureposition at small angles of attack is within the first
10-percent chord at ~ = 1 for each of the -s of aspect ratio 1/2 or 1,
but moves progressively resrward for w5ngs of larger aspect ratio. Hence
the range of AT1/g for which theory and experhnent agree may be expected
to be less than that indicated by the titegrated lift and drag results.
On the other hand, application to wings of rectangular plan form imposes
severe strain on the slender-body assumptions, and better agreement, or a
wider range of applicability, might be anticipated with wings of other
plan form, such as triangular.
Wing-body combinations.- Several comparisons between the experimental
zero-lift drags of wing-body combinations and bodies of revolution ham
the ssme longitudinal distribution of cross-section area were given by -
Whitcomb h reference 6 h connection with his discovery of the area rule.
The bodies tested were of such geometry that the integrals of equa-
tion (153) are zero and the drags of ~-body combinations and their
equivalent bodies of revolution should be the same. The expertiental
results show excellent agreement in some cases, and lesser agreement in
. —.. . ..— —.. .—— — - -
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other cases. These results wilJ not be discussed further here since the
experimental data are already analyzed from the point of view of equality -
of drag in reference 6.
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